
The  Girls Go Blue 
 

Gabriela92: So, now's my opportunity... LOL 
Gabriela92: Sneak in in blue while the guys are gone!!! 
D r a z: omg 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my god gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...woohoooooooooooooooooooo  
sweet_rodeo_girl: whistles for Gabi  

trisha_29: holy hell 
Gabriela92: C'mon girls.... let's all do it while we're alone!!!! Skinnny dipping... hahaha 
sweet_rodeo_girl: im in the hottub already  

Gabriela92: I feel like I'm flashing.... hahaha 
trisha_29: ya know draz cant punish all of us if we all get naked.....can he? glances at draz 
D r a z:  laffssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: dont dare meeeeeeeeeeee...laughs 
trisha_29: laughs 
Gabriela92: lol, goooooo, Dirty!!! woo, hoo. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and flashs Draz  
Gabriela92: c'mon, Trisha... you, too. 
sweet_rodeo_girl: twrills my top over my head while the men are away  

Gabriela92: then Draz can copy the text and show the guys what they missed!!!!! 
trisha_29: grins....slithers right on in with the other girls 
dirtyrpgirl: wiggles my cutoffs down my hips 

Gabriela92: there we go!!!!! 
D r a z: laffsssssss 

trisha_29: grabs the bottom of my tank top.....rolls my hips and works it up slowly....giving 
it a toss 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at the girls as my boobs bounce with the music and watchs the look 

on draz's face 
dirtyrpgirl: kickin them over to Draz off of my foot, hitting him in the face with 
them....woohooooooooo 

Gabriela92: unbuttons my blouse and wiggles down my jeans.... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: i know hes taping all this  
D r a z: smiles and puts all the clothes on the bar ..........   folding them neatly  

Gabriela92: walks around the place in my undies and cowboy boots... LOL 
dirtyrpgirl: pushing my panty down over the top of my butt cheeks..........rolling my hiney as 
i spin around slowly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles stands up and wiggles out of my boyt shorts drop[s them onto the 
floor as rolls my hips as i dance arouind knee high in water 
trisha_29: hooks my fingers in my boy shorts....bending...wiggling my ass....peeling them 
down over the perfect curves of my ass....kicking the boy shorts at draz 
Gabriela92: Hi, Chicken!!!! 
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles hello chicken 

chicken86: hi 
Gabriela92: Wanna get lucky? hee, hee. 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya chicken...........kicks my panties his way................giggling as they hit his 
shoulder 
sweet_rodeo_girl: group hugs all in the hot tub a smy bare ass sways to the song 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww damn the one time we all get naked.a minor 
walks in........smh 
trisha_29: climbs up on the bar.....waves my hands in the air....rolls my hips with the music 

Gabriela92: oh, my.... we coulda had ourselves some firm young stuff... LOL 
Gabriela92: Hi, Renee. 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Gabi see what you started  

 
dirtyrpgirl: we are so gonna have a admin meetng in the mornin !!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: lmaooooooooo  
Gabriela92: lol... closed for a private event...LMAO 



dirtyrpgirl: hiya renee 
trisha_29: dances around on the bar....bouncing my tight little ass down to the bar top and 
back up 
Gabriela92: kicks off my cowboy boots near the hot tub... 
dirtyrpgirl: grabs a pitcher of beer and pours it over my tank top...................drinking the 

last bit of it as i dance 
sweet_rodeo_girl: sits back down fast as the water splashs up to hide what i was doing 
D r a z: lafsssssssssss 

trisha_29: grabs a pair of beads hanging on the wall....puts them on...there im no longer 
naked! 
Gabriela92: I've got earrings on, so same here, Trisha. 
dirtyrpgirl: so this is what anarchy feels like !!!!!!!!!!!!!! woohoooooooooooooo 
Gabriela92: and a couple rings; LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: i'm bottomless but have this old wet tanktop on !!!!!!!!!!!! 
sweet_rodeo_girl: wraps a towel around my head so as not to be the only one with nothing 
on 

dirtyrpgirl: rings out my tanktop and tries to fill a glass for renee............lol 
trisha_29: runs over and grabs my clothes......puts them back on before i get in trouble....lol 
Gabriela92: fills it up to the rim for Renee and drops it off with a Lady Ann's coaster. 

dirtyrpgirl: stretches the tanktop down mostly over my hiney................ 
dirtyrpgirl: laughs @ my baby 
trisha_29: lol you know max will just appear out of the blue and i will get my butt 
kicked....lol 
sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs my top slips it on before Draz can hide it  
Gabriela92: LMAO @ "out of the blue", Trisha. 

trisha_29: lmaooooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: uhm chicken took my panties !!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: you actually wore some tonight? 

trisha_29: lol 
Gabriela92: he's probably doing something naughty with them, Dirty! 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhh.....lol 
dirtyrpgirl: well i dont want them back then gabi !!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: he is sniffing and choking his chicken with them! 
dirtyrpgirl: lmaooooo baby 
trisha_29: hears a faint bawkkkkkkkkk bawkkkkkkk off in the distance 
dirtyrpgirl: runs to the changin room............................ 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs 
D r a z: laffsss 
trisha_29: wiggles my ass on the bar 
dirtyrpgirl: walks back out now...............feelin good back in my skin............wearing a tight 
little black dress....................barefoot.............lifting the bottom of the dress 
up..............panty check !!!!!!!!!!!! proving i got em on !!!!!!!!!! 

trisha_29: woohoooo babygirl 
D r a z: looks ,,,,,check all present and correct 
dirtyrpgirl: ty ty Draz................smiles 

 

 

Trisha’s dances 

trisha_29: swings my long legs around 
johnp64: gn all 
dirtyrpgirl: leaning to the back of the stool...letting my hair fall back to my shoulders 

dirtyrpgirl: gn john..............smiles 
Maxillary_Nerve: peers over the rim of his glass.  
dirtyrpgirl: smiling at the peek of purple panty i just got as those legs spun around 



trisha_29: laughs...flips the edge of my skirt up 
D r a z: woo hoo  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles even more 
Maxillary_Nerve: gulps  
Gryphone: grins at the view 

D r a z: looks over at  the girls .......................and tapsmy hand on the bar  tothe beat  
dirtyrpgirl: shifting my right leg back to put my foot on my barstool as i sway to the tune as 
i lean back...............smiling at Draz as the crotch of my panty is exposed 

dirtyrpgirl: my left leg still stretched out on the other stool 
D r a z: smiles looking down at  the pantes athen dirtys eyes  

D r a z:  gm Marta ..sleepwell? 
trisha_29: uses my leg and pulls a stool over in front of me...shifting it around so the back 
is away from me...reaching out and grasping the back of the chair and slithering down off 
the bar to straddle the chair 
Marta Molenda: hello yes i did  
D r a z: woo hoo trisha  

dirtyrpgirl: waves to marta 
Marta Molenda: hi dirty  
Gryphone: hi Marta 

Maxillary_Nerve: such a lucky stool....  
Marta Molenda: hi gryp  
Maxillary_Nerve: but what a view i have here....  

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh here is another trish song !!! 
trisha_29: hooking the heel of my boots in the rung of the stool....thighs pressing wide 
straddling the seat...rolling my hips forward with the beat 
trisha_29: lol i love this song 
D r a z:  really ......i didnt know trish ....whistles  
trisha_29: lol 
dirtyrpgirl: hehee Draz 
Maxillary_Nerve: bites his lip a he watches the roll... boots catpturing his imagination.  

dirtyrpgirl: damn...brb 
trisha_29: hb 
D r a z: hb 

Maxillary_Nerve: hb dirty  
Gryphone: grins at the view an is happy to back here at LAB 
D r a z: marta please meet gryph  ........a returner 

trisha_29: unhooks the heel of my boots...putting them flat on the floor...lifting my 
hips...ass pressing out...giving my ass a little pop to the beat...rolling my head forward 
..snapping it back ..hair flying back 

dirtyrpgirl: ~~back 
trisha_29: wb babygirl 
D r a z: wb dirty 

Marta Molenda: i already meet him  
dirtyrpgirl: ty baby 
Maxillary_Nerve: damn baby  

dirtyrpgirl: ty Draz 
Maxillary_Nerve: wb dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: ty Max 
dirtyrpgirl: woohooo baby !!!........ 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins just watchig...loving every movement  

D r a z:  watches as trisah rolls those hips 
james197100: hey 
dirtyrpgirl: wb james.............smiles 

james197100: couldnt sleep  lol 
D r a z: `hi james  
dirtyrpgirl: laughs 



trisha_29: holding tight to the back of the chair....standing straddled over the seat...arching 
my back...tumming and hips rolling slowly...dropping down against the seat and back up 
again slowly with the music 
Maxillary_Nerve: they are exquisite arent they draz?  
dirtyrpgirl: hiya kenny 

D r a z: in deed max  
Gryphone: agrees with Max 
james197100: whats funny 

kenny_479: hi dirty 
D r a z: hi kenny  

Maxillary_Nerve: oh to be a LAB stool  
kenny_479: hi all ladies 
dirtyrpgirl: wow .....love that move baby !!!! 

trisha_29: lets go of the back of the chair....spinning and straddling the seat with my back 
to the back of the chair...my hands grasping the seat between my legs...thighs spread 
wide....leaning back...rolling my hips  
Gryphone: naa Max the panties  
kenny_479: no one wanna add me to be my princess 
Gryphone: hugs her curves better 

dirtyrpgirl: sorry ....fresh outa princess's here kenny 
D r a z: winks at max now  you ain for  it  
dirtyrpgirl: lol Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya shy........hugsssssssssss 
D r a z: hi tbear 

shy blue eyed t bear:    
Maxillary_Nerve: hustles back in. to see the legs spread....tracing them up  

Gryphone: hi shy 
shy blue eyed t bear: hi dirty.......hugssssssssss and a spank 

shy blue eyed t bear: hi draz 
shy blue eyed t bear: hi gryph 
trisha_29: grins...pushes up off the seat....turns and looks at max....walks over to 
him....hips snapping with every step...reaching up and grasping the front of my 
shirt...tugging it open ...buttons flying with each step as i get closer 
Gabriela92: wth..... he wanted a princess? 

dirtyrpgirl: i knowwwwwwwwwww gabi 
D r a z: he heard we dealt in cinderellas 

shy blue eyed t bear:   trisha....hehehe 

Maxillary_Nerve: hears the buttons clink on the floor but keeping my eyes focused....  
Gryphone:  �  

dirtyrpgirl: slides off of the stool and skips over bhind Max..............so i can see what he's 
seein 

D r a z: winks at  dirty ` let us know what it is  there 
trisha_29: stops in front of him...standing and kicking my foot over to straddle over one 
thigh....pulling the top from me...back arching...hands reaching up and slithering slowly 
from my tummy up over my breast....giving them a tight squeeze as my hips rock back 
and forth 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles and winks @ Draz 

Maxillary_Nerve: groans as i watch, the perfect body moving in time as i lean back in the 
chair and whisper to dirty. incredible....right?  
Maxillary_Nerve: FUCK! BRB  

dirtyrpgirl: pushes Max's head foward...............so he can do some ,"mototboatin"........very 
right Max !!! 
trisha_29: grins and shifts my stance...turning my back to him....bending forward...hips 
swaying...reaching back and smacking my hands down on the perfect curves of my 
ass.....smirking and standing back up...walking away 
D r a z: laffsssssssss 



dirtyrpgirl: better HB Max !!! 
shy blue eyed t bear: drools 

Gryphone: lol 
Gryphone: ruffles my feathers in pleasure 
shy blue eyed t bear: rolls tongue back into my  mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: falling over the back of Max's chair.............my ass and legs in the air as my 
shoulders touch the cushion 
D r a z: laffssssssss 

trisha_29: struts my ass over towards the pole...reaching up....grasping it tight and 
straddling my feet on each side of it....rolling my hips to grind the pretty purple panties 
against the smooth steel...down to the floor and back up again slowly 
dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggg...jumps and runs back to the bar...........watching my baby at that 
pole..................my body just shivering 

D r a z: spot light on trisha .............. as she grinds to  the tune ....... 
shy blue eyed t bear: leans back in chair....dreams 
trisha_29: lets go of the pole...turning my back to it...one hand slithering over my body not 
missing a single spot...my other hand slipping back through the long dark locks of 
hair....rubbing my ass slowly up and down against the pole 
dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooohooooooooooooooo trish !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Gryphone: goooooooooo  girl 
D r a z: wow  ...mesmerised as we watch trisha  
dirtyrpgirl: wb Max !!!!!!!!!!!!! 

trisha_29: sliding my hand down over the front of my little skirt...easing it up...cupping the 
front of my panties as my ass drops down to the floor...thighs spread wide...back arching 
off the pole...rolling my hips forward slowly with the music 

Maxillary_Nerve: fucccckkkk  
Gryphone: wb Max 
D r a z: watches the rolling hips and all between   

Maxillary_Nerve: sits back down at his seat....  
dirtyrpgirl: wow ...............what a view !!!!!!!!!!!!! 

trisha_29: eases back up to stand...pushing off the pole....grinning and walking back over 
to sit...grabbing a LAB top as i go 
shy blue eyed t bear: applauds 

dirtyrpgirl: stands up on a stool and hoots and hollars.........more !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! more !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
D r a z: woo  hoooooooooooo  ......stands and applauds trish ..............wow  
Maxillary_Nerve: wow im sorry i missed it all!  

dirtyrpgirl: god.............when she gets to the pole..............my body heat just rises and rises 
Gryphone: claps realy nice trisha ty 
trisha_29: ty ty ty 
 
Trisha Dance 2  
 
trisha_29: slides off max's lap....tip toes barefoot over to the pole....reaching my hand up 
and running my finger up and down the pole ...rolling my head back and forth with the 
music slowly 

trisha_29: grips my fingers around the pole...kicking my leg out and wrapping it around the 
pole...rolling my hips forward against it...the cold steel rubbing against the thin material 
of my boy shorts...leaning back as i slide all the way down it and back up slowly 
fun guy_for you: go trisha go 
D r a z:  watches the very sexy trisha on the pole as she slides on the pole .....woo  hoo 

fun guy_for you: double woohoo..the downside is.....might make a guy horny Draz 
Maxillary_Nerve: *cant hear the banter as he watches trish grinning*  
D r a z: watches trisha as she dances on the pole./...........explanation enough 

dirtyrpgirl: oh i love how my baby grips that pole !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 



trisha_29: reaches up...grasping with my other hand...pulling myself up the pole...twirling 
around it ...stopping and dropping my feet to the floor....turning my back against the 
pole...hands slithering up and down over my body slowly 
Maxillary_Nerve: damn she works that pole so good....  
D r a z: smiles as trisha enchants us with her  poledance .........watching them hands  

trisha_29: grasping the bottom of my tshirt...sliding it up slowly...just a slight peek of my 
breasts showing...grinning and sliding it back down...turning to face the pole..straddling 
against it...pushing my ass out...giving it a slow roll with the music 

daven14578: very fine ass 
Gabriela92: awesome roll, Trisha 

i_am_lacey: whistles as trisha really gets into the groove 
D r a z: mmmmm that assett  sure is on a roll 
Maxillary_Nerve: watches that perfect body roll ... god bless...  

i_am_lacey: gabi you give such nice and logical answers....me, i'd just be a bitch and say no 
one wants to watch wankers on cam 
Maxillary_Nerve: ohhh fuck.  

Maxillary_Nerve: grins wickedly  
Lactoman: lol 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooooooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: now watch my baby go !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
fun guy_for you: Gab is always on the ball 
trisha_29: grins and turns my head to look over my shoulder....rocking my hips as the beat 
picks up....gripping the pole...pressing the crotch of my panties against it...grinding up 
and down against it slowly 
D r a z: winks at trisha as the musuic changes ........... and trisha grinds into  the gleaming 

pole 
trisha_29: pushes off the pole...leaning back against it...the pole presses between my ass 
cheeks...dropping my ass down to the floor...hands sliding down over my thighs...raking 
my nails...grasping my knees...pressing them wide..head rolling back 
trisha_29: pushing my body forward...catching myself on my hands and knees...tossing my 
head back...hips pushing down and back up against the floor 
daven14578: damn trish, great moves 
D r a z: grns as trisha works that pole   

dirtyrpgirl: work it girlfriend !!!! 
trisha_29: arching my back and swaying my ass back and forth with the beat....knees 
spreading wide...rolling my hips downward...splitting against the stage floor as the music 
plays 
Maxillary_Nerve: *wipes a bead of sweat from his forehead while i shiver*  
i_am_lacey: fans myself as i continue watching trish 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my god.................that is so hot baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: just so you guys know....trish is dancing for you............a little attention to that 
might be nice 

fun guy_for you: definitely knows how to give a poor guy an erection 
daven14578: max attention to trish 
Maxillary_Nerve: *is wel aware of trish dancing*  

trisha_29: smirks....pushes up off my hands...rising up on my knees....grabbing the edge of 
the tshirt...leaning back and making my entire body wave as i ease the top up slowly with 
the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: oh i like that wave !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
D r a z: smilesas my eyes follow the top rising  

daven14578: enjoys trish's version of the wave 
Maxillary_Nerve: sees the undulation, imagines how that feels....  
Maxillary_Nerve: watching the top closely  

dirtyrpgirl: squirmmiing on the stool .my eyes glued to her ravishing body 
fun guy_for you: watching DG squirmijng 
Gabriela92: watches Trisha's abs undulate.... 

daven14578: mouth watering as I watch trish's moves 



Gabriela92: stares at the belly button, then slides my view upward.... 
trisha_29: lets go of the top and slides my hands down over my bare tummy...sliding them 
down over the front of my boy shorts...lifting my hips up high and pushing back up to 
kneel straight up...slowly raising to my feet 
daven14578: so limber, daaauuum 

Maxillary_Nerve: is finding it impossible to get comfortable in this chair  
fun guy_for you: goodness....she's even making my tongue hard 
trisha_29: steps to the edge of the stage...hopping down off....grins....shaking my hips as i 
make my way over to max...eyeing him up and down slowly as i get closer 
Maxillary_Nerve: damn girl....that was so hot  

daven14578: clapping wildly for Trish 
D r a z: laffssssssssssss.........bravo  trisha ....bravo ............applauds loudly  
dirtyrpgirl: stands on my stool and yells and hollars ...applauding loudly 

......wooooooooooooohooooooooooooooooooo babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy !!!!!!!!! that 
was so sexy !!!!!!!!!!!!! 
D r a z:  holds dirty staedy as she stand on the stool  

Gabriela92:.  Trisha... awesome dance!! 
trisha_29: stops in front of him....grabs his hat...puts it on my head backwards...turning my 
back to him...leaning forward...snapping my hips with the music before slowly sinking my 
perfectly round ass down into his lap 
 
Trisha Dance 3 
 
trisha_29: i got enough booty to shake all damn day long ....lol 
karate820: looks at trish's booty...loving how it moves and shakes 

karate820: definitely a nice tush trish 
trisha_29: ty karate! 
trisha_29: tuuuune 

trisha_29: rocks my hips all shakira like 
sexykay39: mmm trish yesss  

karate820: gets mesmorized by trish's dancing 
trisha_29: twirls my hands up high above my head...moving in circles as my hips rock with 
the beat 
sexykay39: go trish go  
karate820: draz...speaking of shakira...got "hips don't lie"? 
karate820: please play it for trish 

trisha_29: laughs....thank god max went to work! whew 
trisha_29: smacks my babygirls ass as she flies up the steps 
trisha_29: shakira!!!!!! 
sexykay39: shakira now rock those hips  
trisha_29: stands on the bar....rocks my hips  
karate820: just for you trish 

sexykay39: ^5 trish  
trisha_29: flinging my arms up in the air....back bending and coming back up not missing a 
beat with my hips rocking 

karate820: show us those hips baby 
trisha_29: ^5 

Gabriela92: uh huh... oh yeah.... that's it.... shake it, Trisha!!! 
trisha_29: snapping them left and right in sync with the music 
D r a z: watches as triash gets  the beat  in her soul  

sexykay39: smiles watching  
karate820: damn she's got some snap 
trisha_29: hands sliding down...slithering my fingers over the front of my body 

karate820: mmm nice 
D r a z: woo hoo  
trisha_29: turns my back to everyone...pressing my perfectly round ass out...reaching 
back..giving it a slap...shaking my hips perfectly 



karate820: whoo hooo that's it girl 
trisha_29: whew! 
karate820: wow 
trisha_29: laughs 
trisha_29: grins...slides my hands to grasp the front of my thighs.....rattles my ass 
...dropping it down to the bar top and back up with the beat 
karate820: oh my 
trisha_29: hands on my hips...hips snapping...rolling in circles...head tossed back 

sexykay39: smiles watching....she is just sexy  
trisha_29: drops my ass down to the bar top again...grabbing the corona as i shake my ass 
back up to stand....tipping it back taking a drink 
D r a z: grins watching  the hips and the thatbutt .............  
Gabriela92: Let's get that girl drunk... hahahaha 

trisha_29: sets the bottle down.....turns and walks down the bar...snapping my hips...eyes 
fixed on the pole 
Gabriela92: uh oh.... the pole!!!! 

sexykay39: looks from them hips to the pole and back those hips....damnnnnnn  
trisha_29: pushes up on my tip toes...grabs the pole...arching my back...ass popping up and 
down 

karate820: shifts in his seat 
D r a z: Bubble yum bum, baram bam baram 
trisha_29: tosses my head back...fingers sliding back through the long locks....stepping 
closer to the pole...standing to straddle against it...wrapping one leg around the 
pole...leaning back...rolling my hips to the pole 
sexykay39: smiles to Draz.....  

D r a z: Bubble yum bum, baram bam baram 
D r a z: smiles at kay  
sexykay39: white girl got some ass..............  

sexykay39: i wanna see it..........  
trisha_29: pulls myself back up to stand...grabbing the pole with both hands....grins back 
over my shoulder at kay...presses my ass out and pops each ass cheek back and forth 
sexykay39: hell of a ass honey.....  
karate820: omg 

Gabriela92: oh, Trisha... 
karate820: shifts more in my seat...feeling cramped 
trisha_29: lets go of the pole...spins and presses back against the pole....leaning my head 
back...hands sliding slowly over my body....down over my breasts....tummy....reaching to 
the inside of my thighs...dropping my ass down and pressing my thighs wide as my hips 
roll with the music 

D r a z: woo hoo 
sexykay39: mmmmmmmmmmmm  
karate820: wow...go girl... 

sexykay39: her sexy ass has made me forget all about going to lunch..............what a great 
dessert to have....  
trisha_29: works my thighs open and closed....pushing forward and dropping onto my 
knees...tossing my head back...spreding my thighs and rolling my hips down towards the 
floor 
Ga 
karate820: loving the view trish is giving 
karate820: keep going baby 

Gabriela92: Trisha's dancing, Dirtyold. 
trisha_29: rolls over onto my back....legs bent...one hand sliding down over the crotch of 
my panties....back arching up off the stage...hips rolling up 

sexykay39: lick lick lick......................  
sexykay39: lollipop..........  
trisha_29: grins and rolls over again...placing my hands flat on the stage...lifting my 
shoulders up...ass lifting and rolling back down against the stage 
sexykay39: drop it like its hot....  



karate820: oh good lord 
D r a z:  smiles watching trisha ......wow 

trisha_29: pushes up onto my knees...rolling my body up...moving to my feet...hips rolling 
with the beat as my hands slide over the front of my body 
sexykay39: call me  

sexykay39: so i can make it juicy for ya  
karate820: nice baby keep going 
karate820: lol kay 

trisha_29: popping my ass as my head rolls back and forth 
sexykay39: mmmmmmmmmmmm i like that  

sexykay39: mmmmm i like that  
sexykay39: call me  
sexykay39: so i can come do it for ya  

D r a z: laffssssssss 
trisha_29: makes my way back down the bar top to my spot...lol ok im done! 
karate820: whooo  

karate820: stands up and claps 
trisha_29: lol ty 
D r a z: wow  aopplauds ..............wonderful dnce girl 

dirtyoldman23: stands and applauds while covering my crotch with a hat 
trisha_29: ty  
sexykay39: wonderful job trish.....................wowooooooohoooooooo  

karate820: goes over and slips some bills into trish's top 
karate820: winks 
trisha_29: giggles...ty 

Gabriela92: wowowowowow, Trisha!!! whew!!! 
sexykay39: best lunch i have had all week..............  
trisha_29: woohooo ty karate 

trisha_29: ty gabi 
trisha_29: lol makes a huge difference when i have the right music....winks at draz 

sexykay39: mmmmm yes it does...................  
karate820: looks down...yep definitely needs a cold shower or some relief...sitting back 
down 

D r a z: winks at trisha .......well now i know 

Trisha Dance 4 
 
 
trisha_29: raises my hands up in the air.....rolls my hips with the music...fingers snapping 
showmeyournightmoves: if you keep this up I'll never find anything to eat. 

trisha_29: excellent draz! 
showmeyournightmoves: Dammit ! 
trisha_29: laughs....spreads my stance a bit..sliding my hands down to grasp my 
knees...booty pressed out...poppin with the beat 
D r a z: woohoo 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooooooooo baby !!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: drops it down and rolls it back up slowly 
showmeyournightmoves: picks my jaw up off the floor 

blk_bull3000: grins watching the girl move it  
karate820: sits at the bar watching trish 
showmeyournightmoves: pulls my hair piece down over my eyes... 

trisha_29: pushes my knees in and out while popping my booty shoulders working back and 
forth 
dirtyrpgirl: yessssssssssssssssssss baby.................damn................squirmming watching you 

trisha_29: reaches up...tugs the pony tail holder from my hair...shaking my head 
back...leaning way back...hips rolling forward slowly with the beat...hands sliding over 
my tummy as my top slithers up...feelin myself........ 



blk_bull3000: yep, shake it like that  
D r a z: uh uh mmmmmmmmmm trisha  

karate820: damn girl 
dirtyrpgirl: watching them fingers....................seeing that tummy.........oh................my 
god.......wow 

trisha_29: leans back up....sliding my fingers back through my hair...looking back over my 
shoulder...giving a wink as i bounce my ass cheeks with the beat 
D r a z: mmmmm 

showmeyournightmoves: "faints"   
dirtyrpgirl: damn..that is soo sexy !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: coolsoff show with a quick spray 
trisha_29: grins...skips down to the pole...grasping it with my little fingers....straddling 
against it...popping my booty up and down...down to the floor and back up 

karate820: lol 
showmeyournightmoves: someone needs to do mouth to mouth...I might not make it.   
showmeyournightmoves: Thanks Draz 

blk_bull3000: resists the temptation to spank those buns.....kills the thought bubble  
dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh....the pole !!!!!!!!!!!!! yesssssssssss 
dirtyrpgirl: wb kay !!!!!!!!!!!!!! hugsssssssssssssssss n kissesssssssssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya kenny...........smiles 
sexykay39: ty dirty hugggggggggggggggggggs n kisssssssssssssssssssses.....smiles...  
showmeyournightmoves: crawls to the door...I can't take much more.  LoL 

trisha_29: kicks one leg out to wrap around the pole....leaning way back...hips rolling 
forward against the pole 
kennyw_3: hello Karate 

sexykay39: tY Draz hugggggggggggggggs....smiles..........  
sexykay39: settles down on my blankie and watches trish.....  
dirtyrpgirl: lifting off my stool some to see a peek....biting my lower lip as i watch my baby 

trisha_29: leans back raising my hands to put them flat on the floor...flipping my body back 
off from the pole...landing down in the sideways splits...leaning forward and popping my 
booty as my hands stretch above my head against the floor 
karate820: mmmm nice 
blk_bull3000: moves to the music watching trish burn the floor (pole)  

dirtyrpgirl: stands and applauds my baby's moves ..............way to 
gooooooooooooooooooooooooo trish !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
karate820: hey kenny 

D r a z: oh wow ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. watches trisha move to  the music  
trisha_29: giggles and jumps up....grabs the edge of the bar...pushing my ass out...hips 
snapping left and right...popping down and up 

D r a z:  grins  ......freek a leek  
dirtyrpgirl: omg ....omg yesssssssssssssssssssss woooooooooooohooooooooooooo 
sexykay39: giggles....  

karate820: damn...woohoooo 
sexykay39: all i know as i am claiming this dance as my bday gift lmao.....  
blk_bull3000: yeah watching that ass snap...  

dirtyrpgirl: lol kay !!! 
trisha_29: lets go of the edge of the bar....one hand slithering up my body..the other 
slithering down...snapping my hips with each move 
sexykay39: love it when she snaps them lovely hips...  
karate820: no doubt  

dirtyrpgirl: such a magical body....and booty !!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: making each ass cheek pop one at a time with the beat 
sexykay39: amen sis.....  

blk_bull3000: she's all booty ...lol  
dirtyrpgirl: she has a great ass, bull 
trisha_29: giggles and hops up to sit....omg thats it for so early in the day...hehe 

D r a z:  laffssss 



blk_bull3000: she sure has  
sexykay39: swooooooooooooooooooons.............  

sexykay39: thankies trish..............  
D r a z: woohoooooooo trisha hugsssssss 
blk_bull3000: well done trish, that was a blazing performance  

karate820: applaudes 
dirtyrpgirl: stands and yells loud and applauds.....................that was great trish 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! woooooooooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooooooo , thank YOU baby 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: lol yw kay....lol 
trisha_29: ty ty ty 
karate820: wooohhhooo 
D r a z:  shes so dangeroous  

karate820: goes over to trish...puts some bills in her top 
karate820: yes she 
karate820: is 

sexykay39: she can hurt me anyday...........stay dangerous trish please  
trisha_29: woohoo ty karate 
karate820: i think se melted shows computer 

sexykay39: smiles softly.....  
trisha_29: lol 
trisha_29: lol the boss is gonna kick my ass if i keep dancing every time he isnt here! 
dirtyrpgirl: whew..........thats how ya spend the morning !!!!!!!!!! 
karate820: lol 
D r a z: i like the way she dance..........she shake her ass like an african 

sexykay39: lol  
karate820: wow 

Lacey and Gabriela 
 
 
i_am_lacey: wiggles on my bar stool 
greeneyedviolet: loves this tune but can't dance right now 

D r a z: girls..girls ...girls ...........will be death of me .......what a way to go 
Gabriela92: hops up on a barstool, swiveling it to face out into the room, crossing my legs 
and bouncing my boot-clad calves.... 

i_am_lacey: been a while since i danced Draz............... 
i_am_lacey: hops up on the bar behind gabi 
johnp64: oh yea, here we go 

i_am_lacey: slides my hand through my new red hair, down my neck and over my chest 
D r a z: such lovely legs too  

i_am_lacey: oh gabi....btw i am a redhead now 
D r a z: woo hoo ,.,,lacey .....is it crimson ? 
i_am_lacey: auburn with copper highlights 

Gabriela92: oh, goodness, Lacey... I bet that looks awesome. 
D r a z: mm  tasty 
i_am_lacey: rolls my hips to the music as i stand behind Gabi 

johnp64: looking back and forth between the 2 ladies on the bar and violet 
i_am_lacey: comes back in and jumps back on the bar 
Gabriela92: gooooo, Lacey!!!!! 

johnp64: wb 
i_am_lacey: waves to Gabi and Vi.....come on 
tallguyd1979: cheers lacey's moves 

D r a z:  wb lacety  hugs watching lacey on the bar  
Maxillary_Nerve: *settles into his seat from before, finds his bourbon still there and waiting*  
Gabriela92: Gonna let you take the lead for a bit, Lacey... we'll catch up. 



i_am_lacey: rocks back and forth to the beat 
i_am_lacey: well ok gabi....pouts a little 

greeneyedviolet: *waves at lacey rocks my hips making the stool spin around* 
Gabriela92: I think we'll get 'em all cumfoozled if we're all up there at the same time. 
i_am_lacey: lets the spaghetti straps of my nightie slide down my shoulders as shake and 

shimmy to the music 
i_am_lacey: lol gabi 
greeneyedviolet: tal wants to see me fall off i can see it in his eyes 

i_am_lacey: lol vi 
D r a z: woo hoo lacey  

i_am_lacey: maybe he wants to catch you 
tallguyd1979: more fun to watch you ride the stool 
Gabriela92: he just wants your clothes to fall off, Vi. 

i_am_lacey: looks @ Draz as the next song comes on 
i_am_lacey: i can always get wound up for Great White Gabi 
Gabriela92: yep 

D r a z: smiles looking at lacey  think she need instant beat  
i_am_lacey: grabs the hem of my nightie and slowly starts to slide it up my hips 
i_am_lacey: slowly swivels around on the bar as my hips rock and roll 

D r a z: watches  lacey let her  mojo  out 
i_am_lacey: wiggles my hiney 
i_am_lacey: bends over and shakes 

trisha_29: smiles...slithers down in and watches lacey 
i_am_lacey: nothing like some good rock and roll 
trisha_29: winks back at lacey...work it girl! 
D r a z:  woo hoo lacey  
tallguyd1979: hi selena 
i_am_lacey: slides my nightie over my hips and up my tummy 

Gabriela92: nods my head and claps in rhythm as I watch Lacey go. 
i_am_lacey: spins around and moving to the music 

i_am_lacey: shimmies down to the bar on the last beat 
greeneyedviolet: *hops up onto the bar smiles wiggles my hips to the beat of the music and 
lets my hair down * 

tallguyd1979: go vi, go 
i_am_lacey: winks @ vi 
D r a z: passes lacey a  candy lollipop unwrapped 

greeneyedviolet: *winks just cleaning the bar like someone taught me * 
D r a z:  passes vi a lollippop too 
i_am_lacey: pulls off the wrapper and slides the large round orb into my mouth 

Maxillary_Nerve: *squeezes trish and whispers*  
D r a z:  so much cuter   with something in your mouth  
i_am_lacey: pulls it out and wraps my tongue around it before sucking it back in 

trisha_29: wiggles against max and listens...keeping my eyes on lacey 
i_am_lacey: rolls my head and hips to the beat 
greeneyedviolet: *unraps it slips it between my lips lets my pink tongue roill it around like it 

was something else and smiles at the room* 
i_am_lacey: shakes my ass like the song says 

daviddirects: sits back...watching Lacey and violet.. 
i_am_lacey: hooks my thumbs in my red lace thong as i rock my hips 
greeneyedviolet: *sings along letting the hard round candy move around puffing my cheeks 

out blushs as my tongue wraps around it and sucks like the song tells me to do*] 
Gabriela92: here ya go, yeah.... 
D r a z: smilea looking up at lacey strutting the bar  

tallguyd1979: pulls up a seat at the bar to get a better view 
i_am_lacey: slowly rocks from side to side........slowly moving down the bar 
Gabriela92: pulls my drink back out of Lacey's way..... 

D r a z: when you are  good  you’regood .........when your bad you are better ...........crazy 



like  you  
i_am_lacey: stops to pick up a shot from the tray on the bar 

i_am_lacey: licks my lips as i lift the glass 
greeneyedviolet: *rolls around on the bar lays back kicking my feet up and down as my 
tongue changes colors from the sweet treat in my mouth pushs my cheeks in and out* 

D r a z:  winks at  violet as she sucks the lolly 
i_am_lacey: pours the shot down my throat and then shivers 
D r a z:  im crazy  like you   

greeneyedviolet: *winks up at lacey wiggles my hips arches my back while my hair falls 
down around my shoulders and covers my face some* 

i_am_lacey: grabs the bottom of my nightie and begins to wiggle to pull it up and over my 
head 
i_am_lacey: grinds to the tune 

trisha_29: grins and shivers as max plays with the pony tail....watching lacey  
D r a z: looks at  lacey as she stripsout of her nightie  ...woo hoo  
i_am_lacey: stops as the bottom of nightie reaches my tits 

greeneyedviolet: *rocks my hips in small circles looks around the room as my sundress slips 
up my thighs showing of my tan while i suck and moan with the tune making the tip of 
my tongue move my candy around* 

i_am_lacey: then quickly yanks 
i_am_lacey: pulling the black lace over my head 
i_am_lacey: and tossing it aside 

D r a z: smiles watchibng  vi as i catch lacey’s nightie and folds it ..placing it behind the bar  
i_am_lacey: slides my hands over my tummy and up over my chest 
greeneyedviolet: *crawls on the bar slips onto my feet and moves to a stoll so i can learn * 

i_am_lacey: struts down the bar to the beat 
i_am_lacey: hops off the end and moves to the pole 
D r a z: sings goota get me some  

trisha_29: grins...fans myself...its a bit warm in here 
Gabriela92: unsnaps the barrettes out of my hair... 

D r a z:  turns the lights on the pole  ................ and watches lacey  
daviddirects: glances over at Gabi 
i_am_lacey: slides my hand through the back of my hair.....down my neck....moving over my 

chest and going further down......hooking my leg around the pole 
Maxillary_Nerve: it definately is trisha  
johnp64: hell, it's damm hot in here watching these 2 ladies, and now gabi's about to get 

into it 
Maxillary_Nerve: woo hoo lacey!  
i_am_lacey: wraps my fingers around the pole 

Gabriela92: moving my head side to side in a slow figure 8  
D r a z: watches lacey as she undulates  to  the rythmn of  the beat  
i_am_lacey: rocks my hips and leans back....swing around the pole 

i_am_lacey: *swinging 
i_am_lacey: pulls up and lets the the hard pole slide between my cleavage 
D r a z:  grins as i look around ......... phew what a bevy ofbeauty  

trisha_29: sits up a bit...reaching up and unbuttoning the buttons to my top...sliding it 
off...settling back playing with the little strings at the front of my tank top watching lacey 
work the pole 
i_am_lacey: reaches up higher as i wrap my leg tighter around the pole....pulling myself up 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins good work lacey, youre making trisha lose clothing!  

Gabriela92: rolling my head to the beat, in slow clockwise circles.... 
i_am_lacey: haha....yw Max! 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins keep it up!  

trisha_29: laughs 
i_am_lacey: leans my upper body back from the pole...still grasping tight 
johnp64: yes, lacey, keep right on going 

i_am_lacey: wrapping both legs around 



Gabriela92: sways a little on the stool.... 
i_am_lacey: pulls myself up a little 

Gabriela92: admiring Lacey's work.... 
i_am_lacey: mmmmmmmmmm.........this song.....does things lol 
Gabriela92: it sure does, Lacey. 

D r a z: watches as lacey  slolwy  moves  up  the pole  
i_am_lacey: rolls my hips forward 
D r a z: woo hoo lacey  

Maxillary_Nerve: nice moves lacey....watching her work it as my fingertips grasp trish's thigh  
i_am_lacey: wraps my leg around again and spins 

Gabriela92: glances surreptitiously over in Trisha and Max's direction as I tip back my beer 
bottle 
D r a z: head bops  to  the beat ...as  the tempo rises  

trisha_29: lifts my bottle of corona...running bottom of the cold bottle over the swell of my 
breasts to cool myself a bit 
i_am_lacey: closes my eyes and lets the music move me 

Maxillary_Nerve: glances at gabi too  
i_am_lacey: shimmies down.....wiggling my ass until it touches the floor 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles............ 
trisha_29: shivers feeling the cold drips of condensation slip down between my breasts 
Gabriela92: has my own shivers.... 
i_am_lacey: slowly pulling myself up on the pole 

D r a z: woo hoo lacey .......   nice  move 
Maxillary_Nerve: *feels the shiver*  
D r a z:  grins seeing all the quivering  going on 

i_am_lacey: leans back as i hook my leg around the pole and spins around 
Gabriela92: bites my lip as Lacey reaches the bottom.... 
trisha_29: woohoooooooo lacey! 
Maxillary_Nerve: so good lacey so so good  
i_am_lacey: grinds against the pole 

ghost_rider_1976: applauds lacey 
i_am_lacey: moving in and out 
redtail7: hi gabriela 

trisha_29: wiggles against max's lap...watching lacey..feeling the edge of my little boy 
shorts slide up a bit 
i_am_lacey: sings along..................ROCK ME NOW 

i_am_lacey: slides up the pole 
i_am_lacey: swinging around then bending back 
i_am_lacey: letting my hair touch the floor 

i_am_lacey: damn Draz....you've been in my iTunes library again, haven't you? 
D r a z: laffs yes 
greeneyedviolet: *covers my ears i sweats more and shakes my head * 

i_am_lacey: pumps my body to the beat 
Gabriela92: sticks out my tongue at Trisha and wiggles it side to side, with a laugh. 
i_am_lacey: slides off the pole and moves back to the bar 

D r a z: watches as lacey  pulls her  body up as she leans from the pole 
johnp64: gonna need a firehose to cool off lacey after this one 

D r a z: more more more  
i_am_lacey: hops up and begins to crawl toward my next shot 
i_am_lacey: laffs.............always MORE 

greeneyedviolet: *grabs a handfull of ice rubs it down between my breasts..and gasps that 
didn't help* 
trisha_29: looks over at gabi....darts my tongue out...slithering it across my bottom 
lip...winks 
D r a z: winksat lacey ...............nicepoledance girl  
i_am_lacey: ty Draz....winks 

Gabriela92: teaser, Trisha!!! hahaha 



trisha_29: smirks 
i_am_lacey: grabs the shot and tosses it back as i shimmy and shake to the music 

Maxillary_Nerve: *catches the tongue slithering, grins*  
i_am_lacey: there is a guitar solo coming up soon................................ 
i_am_lacey: rocks and writhes to the music 

D r a z: watches  vi  bouncing inher chair .............gabri nodding her head to  te beat .and 
trisha  ,.... bouncing and ndding as lacey writhes 
daviddirects: grabs another shot from the tray...retreats to my stool 
i_am_lacey: throws my head from side to side 
i_am_lacey: my hair sliding across my face 

trisha_29: tugs the front of my tank top out a bit...sliding the cold corona bottle down in 
between my breasts to cool off a bit more...arching my back ...shivering again 
Maxillary_Nerve: too much to take in i think draz. my mind is having a tough time processing 

it all  
i_am_lacey: more more more more! 
Maxillary_Nerve: *looks down over trish's shoulder at the stretched tank top, nice view right 

down....grins and bites the nape of her neck*  
i_am_lacey: rolls my hips and slides my lacey thong down my hips just slightly 
D r a z: its a rock and roll damnation  

Gabriela92: nodding my head rhythmically... tapping the bar with both hands... 4/4 right, 
2/2 with the left.... 
Gabriela92: runs a hand up the back of Lacey's calf.... 

i_am_lacey: mmmmmmmmmmm 
i_am_lacey: shivers from gabi's touch 
Gabriela92: feels my buns shifting left and right on the stool, in time to the music..... 

Gabriela92: elbows tucked against my ribs, fists clenched in front of me.... 
i_am_lacey: rolls my shoulders to match the rhythm of my hiups 
i_am_lacey: *hips 

Gabriela92: turning my shoulders left and right....  
D r a z: laffs vi 

i_am_lacey: slides my right hand down my thigh as i rock to the beat 
i_am_lacey: moves my left hand down 
trisha_29: contagious 

greeneyedviolet: *winks we have a problum at the bar smiles and hands tall some ice and a  
D r a z: looks at all the girls .........yeah contagious .......... 
i_am_lacey: turns around and wiggles 

Maxillary_Nerve: *taps the palm of his hand on trish's thigh to the music*  
Maxillary_Nerve: very contagious  
i_am_lacey: slowly starts to bend.......running my hands down my thighs and then my 

calves.............wrapping my fingers around my ankles 
D r a z: woohoo lacey  
i_am_lacey: moving my ass to the beat 

trisha_29: grins 
Maxillary_Nerve: damn... lacey  
johnp64: what a sight lacey 

trisha_29: pop that ass lacey! 
i_am_lacey: pushes it out and wiggles it in trish's direction lol 

Gabriela92: mmm... talk about a painful joy to watch... 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins loving trish barking orders to lacey  
trisha_29: woohoooo!!!!! working it girl! 
tallguyd1979: grins and follows violet 
i_am_lacey: shush Max! lmao 
trisha_29: crosses one long leg over the other....tapping my foot with the beat 
i_am_lacey: wiggles my ass harder as i slide my hands back up and stand upright 
Maxillary_Nerve: but thanks trish for doing it because the ass wiggle was in my direction too  
 

 
 



 

Gabriela92: slithers down off the stool.... 

D r a z: get  your rocks  off  
Gabriela92: stands next to it, starting to move... 
i_am_lacey: hops off the bar.....take it Gabi.....winks 

D r a z: watches as gabri cant stay stilla momemnt longer  
Gabriela92: walks down to the end of the bar and mounts the steps... 
trisha_29: flexes the muscles in my ass with the beat of the music 

D r a z:  standsand applauds  lacey  .well done girl  woo hoo  
trisha_29: excellent dancing lacey!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
greeneyedviolet: *blinks and looks at trish rubs my eyes i must be seeing things* 

Maxillary_Nerve: such control.... love it....  
i_am_lacey: ty Draz.....blows a kiss 

johnp64: very nice lacey, wooo hoo 
tallguyd1979: very wd lacey 
Gabriela92: Points to Lacey and motions everyone to applaud for her.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: nice work lacey!  
Maxillary_Nerve: so so good!!!  
iD r a z:  poursher a treble patron and places a big glass of water next to it in front of lacey 

Gabriela92: outfit tonight is a form-fitting ribbed black turtleneck.... white knit crepe 
skirt.... 
johnp64: thesmile on your face gives it away Max 

Gabriela92: caramel brown leather short jacket.... 
Gabriela92: and matching knee-high boots with zippers up the back.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: has she been growing steadily for the last 30 min vi?  

johnp64: looks damm good on ya Gabi 
D r a z:  here comes the bad girl gabri  ......woo hoo  
Gabriela92: sways left and right, clapping alternately over the opposite shoulder.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *points to gabi and whispers in trish's ear, but not quiet* "look...boots"  
johnp64: lol 
trisha_29: shifts around on max's lap...straddling his lap with my back to him...legs 
swinging on either side of his...hands on his knees......wiggling with the music...looking 
up at gabi's boots...grins...mmmmmmmm boots 

i_am_lacey: slips back in....grabbing my lollipop and sliding it back into my mouth 
Gabriela92: puts my knees together... bends them slightly.... places my hands on 
them....swings the knees left and right in beat to the song.... 

johnp64: that's what started it before isn't it lacey 
greeneyedviolet: *hops up onto the bar now im taller than trish giggles and winks at Max as 
he starts to sweat more* 

Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm is right  
i_am_lacey: well actually it was crue that started it john.........i just can't stay still  
i_am_lacey: oh fuck....here we go 

Gabriela92: slips my palms between my knees.... 
i_am_lacey: wiggles in my seat 
i_am_lacey: go Gabi! 

Gabriela92: pushes them six inches apart... moving my feet 18 inches apart.... 
daviddirects: back 
D r a z:  stomps my  foot  to the beart as i watch gabri take a walk onthe wild side ] 

i_am_lacey: grabs another shot 
johnp64: watching as gabi starts to speed up 

greeneyedviolet: *grips the bar with both hands closes my eyes and tries not to move to this 
song* 
Gabriela92: takes exaggerated stomps down the length of the bar... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *dabs a napkin on his brow and wipes the sweat away winking at vi*  
D r a z:  laffs looking at vi as she resists so well the temptations  
Gabriela92: tossing my hair as I go... 

trisha_29: yells out....grab that pole and work it gabi! 



i_am_lacey: you may as well give in Vi....it will happen sooner or later  

Gabriela92: at the end, grinds my hips three times in a circle..... 
Gabriela92: bounces one hip out to the beat..... 

greeneyedviolet: *sees Gabi move along the bar makes me smile and grip the bar more tilts 
my head to one side and shines the bar more* 
Gabriela92: grabs the pole shoulder high.... 

Gabriela92: leans backwards and swings a little in each direction 
trisha_29: there she goes! grins 
D r a z: grins watching gabri  swing to the raucous beat  

Gabriela92: letting my head flop back and my hair fall 
i_am_lacey: whistles at Gabi 
tallguyd1979: cheers gabi 

Gabriela92: rolls my neck in a fast-slow circle..... 
i_am_lacey: grinds on my bar stool....unable to keep my body from moving to the music 
Gabriela92: lifts one foot, hooking a knee around the pole.... 

daviddirects: sitting back...watching Gabi 
trisha_29: ginds down on max with the music 
Gabriela92: braces the other foot against the bottom of the pole.... 

greeneyedviolet: *wips the beads of sweat off my cheeks and between each breast you 
might be right lacey but will do my best * 

Maxillary_Nerve: bites his lip at the grind as we watch the dancer  
tallguyd1979: *offers vi the towel she gave him earlier* 
Gabriela92: leans backwards again, until my torso is below horizontal.... 

johnp64: oh wow gabi, holy hell 
Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders.... 
D r a z: watcghes  gabri ............move her body ..letting the devil take control  

i_am_lacey: woohooo.................go Gabi 
Maxillary_Nerve: holy core muscles!  
Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers above my head.... 

i_am_lacey: shake it down girl! 
trisha_29: goooooo gabi go! 
Gabriela92: moves my arms in a slithering motion, like a snake..... 

D r a z: gotta love it ...that she does it  for  the hellovit  
Maxillary_Nerve: nice gabi....work it for us!  
Gabriela92: leans back up, grabbing the pole with both hands.... 

Gabriela92: runs around the pole in a small circle, building speed..... 
Gabriela92: jumps and makes a half circle with my feet off the floor..... 
D r a z: woo hoo gabri  

Gabriela92: lands like a cat on both feet, into a squat..... 
Gabriela92: gets down on hands and knees.... 

Gabriela92: crawls ferally back down the bar.... 
tallguyd1979: *winks at vi and takes a seat back at the bar* 
i_am_lacey: arches my back and lifts my arms over my head....moving my body...using 

it...rocking to the beat.....sings along.......Call Me Baby 
Gabriela92: stops in front of Tall and Vi..... 
johnp64: she's 5 inches taller, Max, i think later is here 

greeneyedviolet: *snaps my fingers and sings along with this as Gabi shows us all how to 
work the pole making me sweat more where is the ice when i need it?* 
Gabriela92: runs a finger slowly down Tall's forehead.... 

Gabriela92: down over his nose.... 
tallguyd1979: smiles at gabi 
Gabriela92: down over his lips.... 

Gabriela92: chin... 
Gabriela92: neck... 
D r a z: smiles watching  gabri crawling   ......passes  vi a  glass full of icecubes 

ready4Ubabe: her cheeks are flush and heart pounding so heard...and then it happens... 
Gabriela92: chest..... 



Gabriela92: stomach.... 
Gabriela92: to the top of the stool.... 

igreeneyedviolet: *winks up at gabi leans back and lets some ice slip down between my 
breasts making me squirm and lick my bottom lip* 
Maxillary_Nerve: (concentrates hard blocking out the sound as best i can)  

tallguyd1979: naughty gabi  

Gabriela92: stands up.... 
johnp64: oh i am 
Gabriela92: shrugs off the jacket, letting it slip down my arms.... 

trisha_29: you are my favorite disease............. 
Gabriela92: runs my hands down my front, following the curves..... 
Gabriela92: smooths the front of my skirt.... 

i_am_lacey: whistles at Gabi 
Gabriela92: lets the hands slide around my hips to my backside..... 
D r a z: smiles watching gabris hand s ..wishing them travling up  not down  

mrcountry_1: wtggg gabi 
Gabriela92: down over the hem to the bare thighs..... 
trisha_29: rocks my hips back and forth hard with the music 

Maxillary_Nerve: *kisses the back of trish's neck as i watch*  
D r a z: whoa yeah ..............dirty littel girl 

Gabriela92: pushes them in quick pedaling motions.... 
trisha_29: shivers 
mrcountry_1: oh yes 

Gabriela92: shakes the hips left and right.... 
Gabriela92: then grinds in circles and figure 8's 
i_am_lacey: watches Gabi......cheering her on 

greeneyedviolet: *wets my lips shimmys on the stool as Gabi makes the room get even 
hotter * 
Gabriela92: tugs the turtleneck out of the waist of the skirt..... 

D r a z:  winks over at vi  
Gabriela92: grabs the bottom edge and twists it left and right around my waist.... 
daviddirects: watching Gabi...smiling 

D r a z: hey she only out to please ......dirty little girl  
Gabriela92: rolls my tummy around over my hips.. 
Gabriela92: takes the hem of the skirt.... 

tallguyd1979: eases forward on his stool to get a better view 
trisha_29: bottoms up 
i_am_lacey: wiggles around on my barstool listening to the music 

Gabriela92: swivels the cloth to the left and right around my thighs.... 
D r a z: this is what its all about ...................bottoms up ....... 

Gabriela92: slightly raising the hem every couple of cycles.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm bottoms up  
Gabriela92: turns away from the group and bends forward... giving them "bottoms up".... 

trisha_29: leans way forward..lifting my ass a little...rolling my hips a little and easing my 
ass back down against max's lap 
Gabriela92: flips the back up the skirt up, showing the black lace boyshorts I've got on 

underneath, with the bottom of my cheeks hanging out.... 
D r a z: makes the sign of a cupped hand slapping that bottoms up 
Gabriela92: runs my fingertips over the bottom edge of the boyshorts.... 

Gabriela92: then down the back of my thighs a little ways.... 
Gabriela92: sways my tushy to the left and right.... 
trisha_29: grins...pops my booty as max grasps at it 
mrcountry_1: watches fingers intently, oh yes gabi 
trisha_29: dirty little thanggggggg 
Gabriela92: reaches behind me....  

Gabriela92: undoes the button on the skirt's waistband.... 
mrcountry_1: onicely done 



Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm  
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper, following the line between my swaying buns.... 

Gabriela92: stands upright again... 
Gabriela92: turns to face the audience..... 
D r a z:  smiles as gabri slowly  strips off  the skirt ......woo hoo 

Gabriela92: puts my thumbs inside the skirt's waistband.... 
D r a z: dirty little thng  
Gabriela92: pushes it slowly down over and off my hips... letting it slither down my 

thighs.... past my knees... down the calves... and into a heap at my ankles..... 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins  

trisha_29: ok this is one sexy damn voice 
tallguyd1979: mmm 
Gabriela92: steps my long, tight boots out of the crumpled skirt.... 

D r a z: woo hoo gabri 
Gabriela92: gives the skirt a kick into tall's lap..... 
tallguyd1979: grins at gabi 

Gabriela92: now in just boots, black lace boyshorts, and the tight black turtleneck.... 
daviddirects: looking good Gabi 
Gabriela92: one hand flat on my right butt cheek...  

Gabriela92: the other flat on my torso, just above the navel.... 
D r a z: woo  hoo   gabri  
Gabriela92: gyrating in swiveling circles as I slowly turn around on the bar.... 

Gabriela92: facing away from the group... 
D r a z: loks upas gbari  gyrates  so close i feel her heat  
Gabriela92: crossing my arms in front of me... grasping the bottom of the turtleneck..... 

D r a z:  woo hoo here we go 
Gabriela92: pulling it up and over my head... 
Gabriela92: shaking my head to free my hair from the tight neck hole.... 

Gabriela92: peeling it down the sleeves.... 
D r a z: `watches gabri as she peels it off   

Gabriela92: swinging it around overhead.... throws it across the room to David's booth.... 
daviddirects: catches the turtleneck and puts it on the seat beside me.. 
Gabriela92: now in the boots and my black, lacy undies.... 

D r a z: sings . ......hard as a rock ...........looking aty  gabri dance 
Gabriela92: hands flat on the front of my thighs as I swivel.... 
Gabriela92: leaning forward... thrusting my buns out.... 

Gabriela92: tightening the left... the right.... the left... the right..... 
D r a z: grins and  watches the buns swivel close  
i 

Gabriela92: stands and slides the hands slowly up over the hips.... 
Gabriela92: up the sides of my ribcage.... 
Gabriela92: over my bra cups.... 

Gabriela92: up into my tousled hair.... 
Gabriela92: lifting it up off my shoulders as I stare intensely from one person to another in 
the entire audience..... 

daviddirects: eyes never leaving Gabi as she stares 
D r a z:  we are thunda struck  
Gabriela92: sashaying the hips left and then right, very slowly 

Gabriela92: turns away from the crowd.... 
Gabriela92: slips the bra straps off one shoulder, then the other.... 

tallguyd1979: hi dragon 
D r a z: watches gabri ............... as slips the bra off of her shoulder 
Gabriela92: letting them hang on my elbows..... 

Gabriela92: toss me a clean bar towel, Draz.... 
D r a z: passes up gabri one of the warmed pool towels 
Gabriela92: drapes it over my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: undoes the clasp at the front of the bra, between my breasts.... 
D r a z: smiles as we watch gabri   dance    



Gabriela92: lets the towel provide a little modesty.... 
daviddirects: watching gabi..smiling 

D r a z:  smiles as we watch gabri let loose her  jiglling breasts  
Gabriela92: but smiles knowing nothing is restraining me anymore..... 
Gabriela92: turns slightly sideways and pushes the edge of the towel in a little, showing a 

little silhouette.... 
Gabriela92: turns 180 degrees, and does the same on the other side.... 
D r a z: slaps my thighs to  the beat as i watch gabri ..........catching glimpses of  her 

breasts as  she turns  
Gabriela92: gathers the hanging towel ends in my grip, exposing a little bit of the curvature 

of my cleavage, too.... 
D r a z: smiles watching gabri  as sghe teases on the bar  
Gabriela92: pumps my hands up and down, alternating sides, sliding the towel around my 

neck and giving little glimpses of some underboob... 
D r a z: smiles seeing the swell of breast as gabri dances  
dirtyrpgirl: ohh i got there just in time to see gabi dance !! yayyyyyyyyyy meeeeeeeee 

Gabriela92: drops down to my knees on the bar.... 
Gabriela92: leans back onto my calves.... 
Gabriela92: opening my thighs..... 

Gabriela92: letting my hair touch the bar.... 
D r a z:  smiles looking way  down gabris thighs  
Gabriela92: all the way back until my head touches the wood Trisha has so lovingly 

polished.... 
Gabriela92: rolling my stomach like waves.... 
D r a z:  smiles I watch gabri arch her back .thighs shaking to  the beat 

Gabriela92: sits back up.... 
Gabriela92: rocks hips left and right.... 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm such sexy dancing gabi !!! 

Gabriela92: stands....... 
BlackNSilver4Life: yea shake that ass gabriela 

Gabriela92: swivels the hips.... 
dirtyrpgirl: finding a stool , i sit on it and watch her 
daviddirects: wooohoooo gabi 
Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder... 
Gabriela92: sucks on my thumb.... 
tallguyd1979: hands dirty gabi's skirt 

dirtyrpgirl: grins...why thanks you tall............smiles 
BlackNSilver4Life: throws money at gabi  
Gabriela92: with the other thumb... pushes the black lace boyshorts halfway down my 

buns.... 
D r a z: smiles seeing the firm buns  
BlackNSilver4Life: throws lots of money at gabi lol 

tallguyd1979: lol 
Gabriela92: swivels my half-bare tushy around in a circle.... 
Gabriela92: then shifts it left and right.... 

aviddirects: admires the tushie.. 
D r a z: winks at  dirty  

Gabriela92: struts down the bar in my caramel brown boots..... 
Gabriela92: rocks my stomach around in a circle... 
Maxillary_Nerve: *whispers to trisha and points again*  Boots!  

D r a z: grins as i watch the strutting boots as gabri strutts by 
Gabriela92: pushes down the front of the boyshorts all the way until.... almost..... 
dirtyrpgirl: my eyes following gabi as she sturts by 

tallguyd1979: mmm 
D r a z: god almighty look at  that body 
dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooo gabi !!! 

Gabriela92: holding the towel tight to my chest, I take a dramatic bow as the song ends... 



thank you all!!!! 
Maxillary_Nerve: nice work gabi *applause*  

Gabriela92: thank you, Max.... 
daviddirects: great dance Gabi...claps 
tallguyd1979: helps gabi down from the bar to maintain her dignity 

trisha_29: claps....good dancing gabi! 
Maxillary_Nerve: welcome! very very good!  
D r a z: woo hoooooooooooo  gabri ....great danceagain .......hold out a LAB robe forher 

dirtyrpgirl: standing on the stool.........applauding loudly....wohooo gabi......sorry i missed 
most of it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! loved what i saw though !!!!! 

Gabriela92: climbs down the stairs and heads for the dressing room.... 
D r a z: wraps gabri  in the  warm robe ......................well done girl  ,,,,,,superb dancing 
agin  

Gabriela92: thank you, Draz.... 
Gabriela92: next time, Max... maybe black patent leather, all the way up the thighs.... 
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patent leather boots.... and a white lace tank top underneath, with a black beret. 

b ettena: * adds the second piece, feels both start to melt, the water trickles down the side of my 
mouth to my breasts *  

Gabriela92: takes to the stage in two bounds.... 
bigbadwoof2008: looks like i dropped in at very opportune time 
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmm Gabi smiles as droplets of ice drips down the corners of my mouth 

Gabriela92: grasps the shiny brass pole.... 
reforger2002: welcom gabbi 
sweet_rodeo_girl: Gabi we need your help 

D r a z: sucks the ice cube have  afeeling we will need all the ice rodeo 
Gabriela92: bend forward, holding the pole in both hands, and shakes my backside at the 
audience.... 

Gabriela92: rolls my buns in a circle... slowly.... 
reforger2002: waves a 100 at gabbi 
Gabriela92: then bumps my hips left and right, very quick snaps.... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks ok i cant wait smiles and slips the ice down my tummy in circles and 
slips it between my thighs archs my back and moansss as it drips and disapears  
Gabriela92: stands and grasps the pole overhead.... 

Gabriela92: putting my knees on either side.... 
D r a z: looksover at  rodeo wuith my ice cube in my lips ..................and leans over  to rub it 

on her lips  
Gabriela92: presses them in against the cool, hard metal..... 
D r a z: hello kelli ..wb 

reforger2002: LOUD whistle 
daviddirects: sits back..watching gabi.. 
sweet_rodeo_girl: whimperss as my lips get cold and makes me squirm as draz kisses me 

Gabriela92: wraps my legs around the pole and scoots upward, pulling with my arms and 
pushing with my thighs..... 
Gabriela92: leans my head back, letting my hair fall free..... 

Gabriela92: rolls my head in a circle.... 
D r a z:  watchsas gabri mounts the pole ..........asmy icecube massages rodeos lips 
Gabriela92: then lets it rock to left and right.... 

Gabriela92: locks my legs about four feet off the ground and lays back... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: nibbles on draz's ice and smiles as our eyes lock and bucks on the bar 
stool 

D r a z: sings shes a crazy littlething .............. 
Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down my bare tummy.... 
D r a z:  watches  as gabri     teases on the pole # 

Gabriela92: reaches my hands down to the floor.... 



D r a z: more more more more  
reforger2002: gbas gabs gabs 

bigbadwoof2008: gawd i love bare tummies   lol 
Gabriela92: places my palms flat.... 
Gabriela92: pushes off the pole with my legs, releasing the grip and flipping over to my 

feet..... 
D r a z:  winks at  rodoe as i slipanoter ice cube in my lios and slide it over her lips and 
doesn the side of her neck  

Gabriela92: struts down the length of the stage toward Reforger and his $100 bill.... 
Gabriela92: kneels down in front of his stool.... 

reforger2002: brushes it on gbas tummy 
reforger2002: smiles at gabby 
Gabriela92: lifts the hem of my black miniskirt and stretches the elastic top of my thigh 

high fishnets to give him a place to put his money.... 
Gabriela92: drops down to my hands and knees and leans forward to put a kiss on 
Reforger's cheek.... 

Gabriela92: stands up.... 
D r a z: watches as gabi stands  and rocks it  to the beat # 
Gabriela92: rolls my hips around my spine in fast, tight circles..... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through my hair, lifting up off my shoulders.... 
reforger2002: grrrr 
Gabriela92: lifting it all up overhead... then letting it all fall back down, all messy..... 

reforger2002: did gabs ever ger her 100 
D r a z: she did 
Gabriela92: right here in the top of my stocking. 

Gabriela92: shrugs off the leather waist jacket.... 
Gabriela92: folds my hands together behind my head... 
D r a z: picks up the jacket putting it away behind the bar 

Gabriela92: rolls my tummy horizontally.... 
Gabriela92: pulling the bottom edge of the thin white lace stretch top up to the bottom of 

my ribs.... 
D r a z:  watches ......... as the dirtydancer ......... makes allthe moves 
reforger2002: mmm gabby 

Gabriela92: grinds my bottom to the rhythm of the song.... 
reforger2002: nice 
Gabriela92: grasps the hem of the mini skirt in the back.... 

reforger2002: claps  
reforger2002: gabs gabs gabs 
Gabriela92: lifts it up to reveal the lacy white stretch boy shorts that are underneath, 

matching the top.... 
Gabriela92: bounces my buns left and right, turning slowly.... 
D r a z:  woo hoo gabr 

Gabriela92: slowly squats.... keeping my feet and knees close together..... 
Gabriela92: runs my fingers down the top insides of my thighs... down to the knees.....  
D r a z: smiles watchingb gabris fingers  

Gabriela92: touching the fishnet stockings all the way to the knees.... 
Gabriela92: then reaching the top of the shiny black boots at the knees.... 

reforger2002: can I help with boots gabs? 
Gabriela92: following them smoothly down from knee to ankle.... 
Gabriela92: then slipping my hands to the outside of the ankles.... 

D r a z: grinswatching gabri asshebends to touch herankles  
Gabriela92: standing up.... keeping my hands on the ankles with my ass up in the air.... 
Gabriela92: shakes it.... 

reforger2002: whistle 
D r a z: watchesasthe assshakes  
Gabriela92: moves my feet apart a little and looks back between my shins and calves with 

my hair brushing the stage.... 



Gabriela92: shakes my head to the left and right, sweeping the stage with my hair..... 
Gabriela92: snaps my head up, looking at the far wall as I shake my ass.... 

D r a z: grins watching gabi  shake it  
Gabriela92: lets my hands slowly drift up the back of my boots, following the curve of my 
slender calves.... 

Gabriela92: reaching the top of the boots, my thumbs trace the edge and momentarily 
disappear inside the boots.... 
Gabriela92: then my hands slowly run up the back of my thighs, over the stockings.... 

D r a z: willing the hands uphigher 
Gabriela92: reaching the waistband... 

Gabriela92: lowering the zipper on the back of the miniskirt.... 
D r a z: smiles  followwing the  zipperdown  
Gabriela92: puts my thumbs inside the skirt and slowly pushes the waist over the globes of 

my backside..... 
Gabriela92: lowers it to the top of my thighs... 
D r a z: watchesasthe softcreamy skin appears    

Gabriela92: releases it to fall down my legs...' 
D r a z:  smiles as i look at the nubile cheeks  
Gabriela92: steps out of of the crumpled pile of black leather.... 

D r a z: reaches over and puts  the skirt with   the jacket  
Gabriela92: hooks it with the toe of my left boot... 
Gabriela92: flips it over into Max's lap... 

D r a z: looks along the long creamy  thighs  
Gabriela92: puts my hands on my hips... 
Gabriela92: rolls them... 

Gabriela92: then one hand flat on my stomach... 
Gabriela92: the other on the back on my head.... 
D r a z: watchesthehipsandtopsof thighs  ........ asgabri rocksit  

Gabriela92: runs my hands up the front of the white lace.... 
D r a z: hi blonde 

Gabriela92: up over my tummy.... 
D r a z: gabrisdancing  
daviddirects: watching Gabi dance 

Gabriela92: taking a handful of each breast... 
Gabriela92: lifting them... 
blonde_genius: sits, crosses my legs and watches Gabri 
Gabriela92: giving each a squeeze.... 
D r a z: smilesasmy eyesfocus in gabristhighs  
Gabriela92: pressing the soft warm flesh together into the middle of my chest.... 

johnp64: smiles and nods to Gabi 
johnp64: hi blonde 
Gabriela92: nods and winks back at John.... 

Gabriela92: moves my hands to the back of my white lace boyshorts.... 
Gabriela92: places the palms flat on the curves... 
D r a z: smiles watching gabi slide her hands over the cheeks  

Gabriela92: fingers pointing down at the floor... 
Gabriela92: takes the bottom edge of the cloth in a grip between my thumbs and index 

fingers.... 
Gabriela92: pulls firmly upward to expose more of the bottoms and middles of each of my 
smooth, round, tan butt cheeks.... 

Gabriela92: pinches each one, leaving a little red mark.... 
D r a z: watches as gabris buttcheeks become exposed  
johnp64: walks to the stage and toss's a couple hundred's at Gabi's feet 

blonde_genius: woot woot.... 
Gabriela92: rocks each cheek left and right, giving each a firm slap as it reaches the extent 
of its motion.... 

blonde_genius: you've got rich moves Gabri 



johnp64: sit's in a chair right at the front of the stage 
D r a z:  watches gabri ,.,.,.,.,.,.singing hard as a rock  

Gabriela92: steps up into one of the dance cages at the corner of the stage.... 
johnp64: hummm, looks like that ankle is all better Gabi, lol 
Gabriela92: reaches for the bottom of my stretch top.... 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms in front of me... 
Gabriela92: grabs the edge of the hem.... 
Gabriela92: lifts and peels it up and over my head..... 

blonde_genius: damn...she's hot!!!! 
daviddirects: smiles..watching gabi 
johnp64: well, the song fits, lol 
Gabriela92: closes my eyes and shakes my head, tossing my hair.... 
johnp64: claps wildly, very nice Gabi 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips over my collarbones.... 
Gabriela92: down my chest.... 
Gabriela92: over my nipples.... pausing to circle them slowly... 

Gabriela92: then tracing down my cleavage and under the bottom edge.... 
johnp64: watching those fingers closely 
D r a z: woo hoo gbari  

Gabriela92: down the sides of my rib cage... 
Gabriela92: over my waist.... 
Gabriela92: one finger following the center line down from my belly button.... 

Gabriela92: over the top edge of the boyshorts... 
Gabriela92: following the line down the front... 
D r a z:  watches  that finger ,,,,,,,winks at gabri  

johnp64: and what a line, wow 
Gabriela92: pausing momentarily to make a small circle on the front of the fabric.... 
blonde_genius: take 'em off, Gabri!!!! 
Gabriela92: places a thumb just inside the waistband on either hip.... 
johnp64: looks like a target to me 

Gabriela92: slips them around toward the back... 
D r a z: grins watching  those fingers  
Gabriela92: pushes the waistband halfway down my buns... 

blonde_genius: more...more more! 
Gabriela92: then pushes the waistband down to the bottom of my cheeks.... 
johnp64: i like where this song is going, lol 

daviddirects: woohoo 
Gabriela92: rolls my backside provocatively... 
D r a z: woo hoo gabri ........ looks at  the shaking 

Gabriela92: runs my index finger slightly down the cleavage between my buns... 
johnp64: cute lil cleavage at that 
Gabriela92: sliding it up and down slowly, several times.... 

D r a z:  winks at  gabri 
Gabriela92: pushes my buns tightly together with both hands, and bends forward at the 
waist.... 

Gabriela92: shimmies them for the audience.... 
Gabriela92: stands and gyrates slowly while turning slowly to face them again... 

Gabriela92: slides the panties back up over the buns.... 
D r a z: winks ata gabnri as we see her in all her glory in the cage  
Gabriela92: fingertips tracing the top edge of the front of the boyshorts..... 

Gabriela92: then fingernails slipping inside... 
Gabriela92: fingertips moving in a circle under the fabric... 
johnp64: head bouncing in time with the music as i watch Gabi 

Gabriela92: rolling hips left and right.... 
Gabriela92: making figure 8's with my butt... 
Gabriela92: two joints of the fingers now hidden by the shorts..... 

Gabriela92: then all three... 



Gabriela92: everyone can see my knuckles undulating under the fabric.... 
Gabriela92: what the heck.... lets the whole hand slide inside the waistband... all the way to 

the wrist.... 
johnp64: oh hell yea, Gabi 
Gabriela92: fingertips now down between the thighs... 

Gabriela92: closing my eyes as my head rolls slowly in circles.... 
daviddirects: watching intently 
Gabriela92: seductive smile forming on my face... 

Gabriela92: hand sliding up and down now.... 
Gabriela92: knuckles stretching the lacy fabric.... 

johnp64: watching close, ready to catch Gabi, in case she pass's out from the excitment 
Gabriela92: whew... bows and smiles... 
Gabriela92: thank you for your attention, everyone. 

D r a z:  `wow stands and hands gabri a robe 
daviddirects: applauds 
Gabriela92: thank you, Draz.... 

blonde_genius: smiles at GAbri 
D r a z:  applauds  gabris  dance  
johnp64: stands and claps, very nice Gabi 

blonde_genius: beautiful ....absolutely beautiful 
Gabriela92: thank you, DD, BG, and John. 
daviddirects: thank you Gabi 
D r a z: great dance gabri  winks 
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Gabriela92: something starts stirring on the barstool.... 
D r a z:  watches gabris  moneymaker go 

D r a z:  rodeo  is going to be a good dancer too gabri # 
Gabriela92: yes, we talked about that this afternoon, Draz... I agree. 
Gabriela92: good thing my foot never hurts in LAB... LOL 

D r a z: laffs ........its our magic working in you gabri  
Gabriela92: rolls the shoulders backwards, alternating sides.... 
Gabriela92: snapping fingers... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles Gabi told me all the places to dance it might be fun  
D r a z: smiles good rodeo  
Gabriela92: reaches over my head and swings the arms to the left and right.... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: do we get charged for glasses that get broken? 
sweet_rodeo_girl: whistles at the dancer  
D r a z: laffs its all part of the entertianment budget rodeo   

Gabriela92: stands up.... 
Gabriela92: walks over to the stage.... 
Gabriela92: climbs up the steps.... 

D r a z: watches as gabrti  stands and starts to clap the heels of my hands together as i 
twist and turn  tyo  the beat  

Gabriela92: unbuckles the belt... 
ghost_rider_1976: sits quietly 
Gabriela92: pulls it out of the loops.... 

Gabriela92: threads the end through the buckle.... puts it around ghost's wrists.... 
Gabriela92: pulls it tight.... 
D r a z: watches  the belt in gabris hands   and tugging rider 

sweet_rodeo_girl: wooo ghost  
Gabriela92: struts away....hands flat on each cheek.... 
ghost_rider_1976: whoa wait a minute 

Gabriela92: rolls the hips around horizontally.... 
Gabriela92: three times left... three right.... 
ghost_rider_1976: oh my 



Gabriela92: tosses head from one shoulder to the other..... 
ghost_rider_1976: damn 

D r a z: watches as gabri .......... rocks it wildly to  tghe bet # 
Gabriela92: untucks the blouse, unbuttons it and knots it at the bottom of my sternum..... 
ghost_rider_1976: jaw slowly drops in shock 

ghost_rider_1976: dayum 
ghost_rider_1976: erm 
Gabriela92: one hand flat on my tummy... the other on the back of my head.... 

Gabriela92: swings hips left and right....  
sweet_rodeo_girl: slips to the end of the bar to be out of ghost's way and can still see the 

stage 
Gabriela92: grinds tummy slowly in a circle.... 
D r a z: winks at rodeo  

ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip 
D r a z: smiles watching  gabri grind her tummy round and round  
Gabriela92: stands in front of Ghost's seat...  runs the toe of my shoe across his shoulder 

and up his neck to touch his ear.... 
ghost_rider_1976: sighs 
ghost_rider_1976: whew........ 
Gabriela92: suddenly spins away, several times around..... 
ghost_rider_1976: looks up at Gabi 
D r a z:  woo hoo  

Gabriela92: tucks my head, letting my hair fall over my face.... 
Gabriela92: slides feet sideways on the stage... apart.... together... apart... together.... 
Gabriela92: swaying shoulders and hips as I move down its length.... 

D r a z: watching gabri onthe stage strutt 
Gabriela92: holds my face between my hands and gives a pouty face..... 
ghost_rider_1976: looks down at the belt locking my wrists together 
Gabriela92: lets the hands slide down my neck.... over the curve of my boobs... down my 
bare tummy.... 

ghost_rider_1976: whew 
D r a z: smiles watchinfg riders discomfort  
Gabriela92: sticks my thumbs in the top of my jean shorts and sways to the beat..... 

Gabriela92: rolls my hips in figure 8s while slowly turning in circles.... 
D r a z: grins watching gabri   those hip like a metronome  
D r a z: watches  gabri  dance on stage  

Gabriela92: turns my back to ghost and slowly bends down to grasp my ankles..... 
Gabriela92: lets my fingertips trace slowly up the inside of my calves.... 
ghost_rider_1976: suddenly has lock jaw and is speechless 

Gabriela92: over the inside of my knees.... 
Gabriela92: up the inside of my thighs.... 
Gabriela92: puts hands on the outside of my hips and shakes my hiney several times.... 

D r a z: stomps out the beat  to the tune as my eyes wander upadn down gabris  thighs 
Gabriela92: struts downstage.... 
Gabriela92: bumping hips with each step... 

Gabriela92: stares at ghost as I slowly untie the knot in the blouse... 
Gabriela92: letting the front fall straight... 

ghost_rider_1976: stares back at Gabi 
Gabriela92: tilts my face up toward the ceiling.... 
Gabriela92: throws the blouse wide open... 

ghost_rider_1976: i gotta give credit 
D r a z:  god almighty look at that body 
ghost_rider_1976: Gabi is gorgeous no doubt 
Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders to let it fall down my arms to the floor..... 
Gabriela92: puts my hands on the cups of the black lace bra underneath.... 
Gabriela92: pushes them together toward the center.... 

ghost_rider_1976: k i have a weakness for black bras 



ghost_rider_1976: specially gorgeous women wearing them 
D r a z: mmmmmmmmm  i have a weakness forwhats in them  

Gabriela92: and moves them slowly around in circles in opposite directions.... 
ghost_rider_1976: oh so do i 
Gabriela92: sways near the edge of the stage.... 

Gabriela92: turning slowly.... 
Gabriela92: reaches back and gives my seat a slap with both hands..... 
D r a z: watching as gabri  turns so sexy 

ghost_rider_1976: who 
Gabriela92: grasps the bottom edge of my short jean shorts and tugs them up a little, 

showing the little line where my legs meet my bottom.... 
D r a z: winks at gabri seeing no tanluine 
Gabriela92: unsnaps the front of the shorts as I continue to sway and turn slowly... 

Gabriela92: straightens the left leg... rapidly flexing the right knee.... 
Gabriela92: bouncing the right thigh..... 
D r a z: mmmmm ,..here we go  ................ singing ...only  thing that looks good on me is 

you  
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper slowly...  
Gabriela92: then back up...  

Gabriela92: then down again..... 
Gabriela92: up... 
D r a z: my whole being willing the zipper down  

Gabriela92: down, and then laughs as I swing my head around my neck, swirling my hair in 
a circle.... 
Gabriela92: folds the top of the shorts down... one turn.... 

Gabriela92: then two... 
D r a z:  woo hoo 
Gabriela92: revealing the matching black lace boyshorts under them.... 

D r a z:  nice 
Gabriela92: pushes the jean shorts about halfway down the cheeks.... 

D r a z:  eyes fixed on the round firm cheeks  
Gabriela92: step... step... step to the beat.... 
ghost_rider_1976: dayummmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: lets the shorts fall down my legs to my ankles... 
ghost_rider_1976: whew 
ghost_rider_1976: damn i cant fan myself 
Gabriela92: daintily steps out of them, leaving the strappy gold heels on with my black bra 
and boyshorts.... 
D r a z:  watches  the shorts drop ........and stomps my  foot  to  the beat  

ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip watching 
Gabriela92: rolls the hips very erotically.... 
Gabriela92: kneels down in front of Ghost's bound hands.... 

ghost_rider_1976: looks at Gabi intently 
Gabriela92: takes the loose end of the belt.... 
Gabriela92: pulls it up over my shoulder, drawing his hands to my chest.... 

ghost_rider_1976: ohhh um 
ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip..........awwww damn 

Gabriela92: rubs my bra over his knuckles.... 
ghost_rider_1976: gulps 
Gabriela92: slowly lets the belt out, letting his fists slide down my tummy.... 

D r a z: grins watching gabri  teasing rider mercilessly  
ghost_rider_1976: awww man........ 
Gabriela92: across the front of my panties.... 

ghost_rider_1976: whewwwwwwww 
ghost_rider_1976: gasps a bit 
Gabriela92: then pressing my thighs together, clamping his arms between them.... 

ghost_rider_1976: oh my 



ghost_rider_1976: so not fair 
Gabriela92: sitting on Ghost's bound forearms.... 

ghost_rider_1976: looking up at the gorgeous Gabi 
Gabriela92: rocking my bottom back and forth... 
ghost_rider_1976: awwwww geez 

Gabriela92: leaning forward and pushing my chest into his face...... 
ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip.......................... 
ghost_rider_1976: awwwww geez 

Gabriela92: then leaning all the way backwards to let my head touch the stage.... 
ghost_rider_1976: whew 

Gabriela92: releasing his forearms and doing a back somersault to my feet..... 
ghost_rider_1976: looks and sees his forearms are free 
Gabriela92: swaying on the stage... 

Gabriela92: pushes one bra strap off my shoulder.... 
Gabriela92: then the other.... 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles 

D r a z:  grins at  gabri  as the bra slips  
Gabriela92: the cups seem to defy gravity, staying in place even though they're a little 
loose... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: whistles and waves my hat over my head smiles at Gabi as she makes 
ghost wish his hands where still tied 
Gabriela92: tosses the hips up to the left, then the right.... Viva Las Vegas!!!! 

ghost_rider_1976: applauds Gabi 
Gabriela92: smiles at Blonde and gives a finger wave.... 
Gabriela92: swings slowly in a circle.... 

ghost_rider_1976: sits quietly 
Gabriela92: pushes the boyshorts partway down the backside... swaying..... 
D r a z: watching the shorts slip down her butt  

Gabriela92: showing some of the cleavage between the buns.... 
WorldMadeOfCardboard: hi bomb 

sweet_rodeo_girl: hello bomb 
Gabriela92: runs a couple fingers provocatively up and down a little ways between the 
buns... 

ghost_rider_1976: smiles and remains quiet 
Gabriela92: slips the shorts back up... 
Gabriela92: continues to turn... 

D r a z: winks at gabri   
Gabriela92: pushes the front down a little ways.... 
Gabriela92: until there's just a hint of.... 

Gabriela92: uh huh.... 
Gabriela92: that's right..... 
Gabriela92: tosses my hair as start dancing a little faster to the new song... 

blonde_genius: throws some valentine's roses on stage to Gabri... 
Gabriela92: claps over my head as my shoulders roll..... 
Gabriela92: kneels down on the stage... leans forward.... 

Gabriela92: puts my hands down... 
Gabriela92: shakes my boobies..... 

D r a z: grins watching  the  lithe body   as she shakes all her assetts 
ghost_rider_1976: dayum 
Gabriela92: bends further and takes one of the rose stems in my teeth..... 

ghost_rider_1976: erm 
Gabriela92: stands back up and dances energetically..... 
ghost_rider_1976: brb 

Gabriela92: swinging one arm in a small circle overhead..... 
blonde_genius: claps excitedly that Gabri is using my rose to be her sexy self 
Gabriela92: rocks my whole self left and right to the beat... 

Gabriela92: step left.. step right... 



Gabriela92: repeating... 
Gabriela92: claps left and then right..... 

Gabriela92: runs the bloom slowly over my face.... 
Gabriela92: sticks out my tongue and licks one of the petals.... 
Gabriela92: drags the bloom down my chin... 

Gabriela92: over my throat.... 
Gabriela92: down the center of my chest.... 
Gabriela92: over my navel..... 

D r a z: watches as the bloom slides over gabris skin 
Gabriela92: over the front of my panties... 

Gabriela92: then slowly up and down the insides of both thighs..... 
Gabriela92: holding the very far end of the rose stem.... 
blonde_genius: a rose never had it so good, eh? 

Gabriela92: pulls the top of the panties away from my tummy.... 
Gabriela92: runs the bloom down inside...  
Gabriela92: up and down a few times.... 

Gabriela92: pulls it back out... 
Gabriela92: walks over to where Rodeo is sitting.... 
D r a z: woo hoo .thanks god theres no thorns  

Gabriela92: puts the bloom right in front of her nose, so she can take in the fragrance.... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles an looks up barely sitting still as my eys look up Her sexy body 
Gabriela92: smiles sweetly at Rodeo.... 

Gabriela92: winks and runs my tongue slowly over my glossy red lips.... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and takes a small smell while my hands lay flat on each of my 
thighs  

Bombastic748: <<Thinks Gab's smiling at me standing just behind Rodeo 
Gabriela92: sways and sashays away... then suddenly tosses my head and glance back over 
my shoulder.... 

Gabriela92: pushes my palms flat against my buns.... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: flicks the tip of my pink tongue along the bloom to get a sweet taste tilts 

my head back and smiles more 
Gabriela92: and pushes my backside around in slow circles.... 
Gabriela92: bends over and runs my fingertips slowly down the back of my legs..... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks as She walks away leaving me there with my hands squeezing my 
thighs and bitting my bottom lip 
WorldMadeOfCardboard: hi tejano 

Gabriela92: throws my hips energetically left and right to the beat..... 
D r a z: the metronomic hips ,.,.,.,.,.,. so entrancing 
Gabriela92: tosses my head around in circles... letting my hair fly in an orbit around it.... 

blonde_genius: sips my wine....mmm slow sips 
Gabriela92: Crazy!!!!!1 
Gabriela92: slaps my buns again.... 

D r a z: stomps my foot  to  the crazy beat 
Gabriela92: punches the sky twice as the song ends..... 
Gabriela92: and bows, thanking the audience for their rapt attention.... 

Gabriela92: hoping I didn't wear out my welcome..... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: forgets where i am for a sec unbuttons my top so i can breath as the 

tempture in the room raises  
Gabriela92: gathers up my shorts and blouse and returns to the barstool 
blonde_genius: very well done...always welcome Gabri....girlie double cheek kisses 

D r a z: woooooooo hooo gabri.............super ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.thanks for  the dance .abnd 
hands her a LAB robe ] 
Gabriela92: mmm, thank you, Blonde... kisses right back... 

D r a z:  winks .what wouldyou like to drink 
Gabriela92: slips the robe over my shoulders..... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: claps anmd whistles for Gabi  

Gabriela92: how about just some ginger ale on crushed ice, please? 



blonde_genius: lets my wine make love to my taste buds....smiling 
Gabriela92: steps back into my shorts and pulls them up, wiggling my tushy into the snug 

fit.... 
Gabriela92: buttons the front.... 
Gabriela92: pulls up the zipper.... 

Gabriela92: whew... robe is nice, but too warm..... 
D r a z:  reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a ginger and pours into a tall glass 
over a twist of lemon and lots of ice ...slides it over to gabri  *winks and adds a bendy 

straw 
Gabriela92: slips it off, folds it carefully, and places it on the empty stool next to me..... 

blonde_genius: hello Specter 
Gabriela92: mmm, thank you draz....... big smooch, right on the mouth. 
Gabriela92: See, I stop dancing, and we attract a crowd; LOL 

sweet_rodeo_girl: hello crowd 
D r a z: smilesand holds gabris head close tomine in the kiss .........my please ure ...think yu 

o much for  the dance 

Gabriela  4 
 
Gabriela92: hops off the barstool and leaps on the stage in my black lacy bra and 

boyshorts..... 
Gabriela92: lifts my hair off my shoulders as I rock my hips.... 
dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooooooooooo gabi !!!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis quickly forward and back.... 
Gabriela92: interspersed with slow, grinding circles.... 

blonde_genius: watches the stage with a strawberry resting on my lips.... 
dirtyrpgirl: watches blonde...................bout falls off of my stool..........wow 
blonde_genius: mmmmmmm like black lace on a fine ass is this dark chocolate on this 
berry!!! mmm yum 
Gabriela92: slow, rocking figure 8's.... 
Gabriela92: reaches into the freezer and pulls out a red popsicle..... 

dirtyrpgirl: enjoying the show, lone?................ 
Gabriela92: starts to "lick it up..." 
lone_wolf_m_40: why yes i am id like to thank all the ladys 

Gabriela92: slowly, from the handle to the tip... 
D r a z: thinks hes fainted from blushing 
lone_wolf_m_40: lol draz 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles.....your so welcum, lone !!! 
Gabriela92: rotating the wooden..... stick in my hand. 
Gabriela92: puts my mouth over the end.... 

blonde_genius: is....it....a.....shaped popsicle...? shivers with unexpected delight....smiles 
Gabriela92: bobs my head, letting the sweet, cold treat disappear and reappear from my 

mouth... 
Gabriela92: just a regular one, BG... but oh, so tasty! 
lone_wolf_m_40: <<<<<runs to store to buy as many popsickles as i can 

blonde_genius: omg...its about to drip...lick it...LICK IT!!!! 
Gabriela92: drags the frozen delight slowly down the center of my chest, leaving a little red 
trace of sticky sweet liquid..... 

Gabriela92: shivering from the cold.... 
blonde_genius: goose bumps are a nice addition to the dance 
Gabriela92: rubs it up and down in my cleavage several times.... 

lone_wolf_m_40: oh to be a popsickle tonite 
Gabriela92: draws a small circle around my belly button with the tip of the popsicle.... 
Centuritime: mmmmmm gabby! xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo 

lone_wolf_m_40: oh mother of god 
blonde_genius: she has cherry stickiness all over her boob valley 
Gabriela92: then a few little strokes from the navel down to the top edge of my  



Centuritime: oh gawd, bg, are you watching this too? 
Gabriela92: moves it back up to my mouth and sucks all the color and flavor out of the first 

inch of the ice..... 
lone_wolf_m_40: wait gab you have a dribble sliding down to your chin 
Gabriela92: runs my tongue slowly around on the tip, in full view.... 

Centuritime: shivers 
blonde_genius: bites the berry and chews slowly 
Gabriela92: touches my chin with the side of my thumb to catch the drip that Wolf saw..... 

Gabriela92: puts my thumb in my mouth and sucks it several times, looking into Wolf's 
eyes... 

lone_wolf_m_40: do you need any help gab? 
irtyrpgirl: and now.i goot aboot myself.......no tunesssssssssssssss 
Gabriela92: drops to my knees on the stage... 

Gabriela92: uses my bare feet to scoot my hips forward a few inches at a time... 
Bad choice_1: wb lol now sit still 
lone_wolf_m_40: night blonde 

Gabriela92: leans backwards until my hair touches the stage.... 
Centuritime: again. shivers. 
Gabriela92: opens my mouth wide.... 

D r a z: smiles looking all along gabris thighs  
lone_wolf_m_40: wolfs mouth is watering 
Centuritime: speaking of premature ....... 

Gabriela92: plunges the rapidly-melting popsicle deep down my throat several times.... 
Gabriela92: uses the side of the popsicle to paint my neck, shoulders, and chest with sticky 
red liquid... 

dirtyrpgirl: sits back down and watches gabi dance 
Gabriela92: rubs the side of it all over my tummy.... 
Centuritime: sticky 

Gabriela92: down over the front of the panties... 
Gabriela92: grinds my crotch provocatively against the ice-cold rod.... 

dirtyrpgirl: dang gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.that popsicle is gonna melt quicker now !!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: winks at draz 
Gabriela92: runs it up and down the inside of both smooth thighs.... 

lone_wolf_m_40: the wolf is zoned in gab dam my mouth is dry 
Gabriela92: gives an exaggerated pout when the popsicle breaks and falls off the stick onto 
the stage.... 

Gabriela92: tucks the wooden stick into the waistband of my boyshorts... 
Gabriela92: scoops up the fallen popsicle... 
Gabriela92: crumbles the ice in both hands..... 

dirtyrpgirl: i think that popsicle just came !!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Gabriela92: smears the cold, red, sweet, sticky juice all over my boobs.... 
lone_wolf_m_40: lol i came close 

trisha_29: oh damn 
Gabriela92: shudders from the cold sensation.... 
Gabriela92: then smears the redness all over my cheeks and chin.... 

Gabriela92: up and down my arms.... 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmm squirms as i see that sticky stuff all over gabi's boobs 

Gabriela92: and over my tummy... 
D r a z: watcges the journey of the ice 
Gabriela92: anyone out there in the audience like the taste of cherry???? 

lone_wolf_m_40: i do i do lol 
D r a z:  wolf ..........do  you ? 
lone_wolf_m_40: ya think? lol 

Gabriela92: crooks a finger at Wolf, beckoning him to the stage.... 
Gabriela92: slowly grinds to the starts of AC/DC 
lone_wolf_m_40: hmmm ok but be gentle 

Gabriela92: cups the underside of my black bra and pushes my boobs together..... forming a 



little puddle of red juice in my cleavage.... 
Gabriela92: want a little taste, Wolf? 

lone_wolf_m_40: a popsickle shooter oh yeah 
Gabriela92: leans toward Wolf's face.... 
lone_wolf_m_40: get ready 

Gabriela92: tosses my head and hair back to offer him my chest.... 
lone_wolf_m_40: excitement building 
lone_wolf_m_40: how can i resist 

Gabriela92: get that tongue working, Wolf.... 
D r a z: winks at gabri 

Gabriela92: winks back and crinkles my nose with a grin... 
lone_wolf_m_40: oh its ready 
Gabriela92: uh huh.... 

MsSmooth: your never ready 
Gabriela92: don't wait for it to evaporate, will ya??? 
lone_wolf_m_40: lol shh 

lone_wolf_m_40: mmm tastes very sweet 
D r a z: chuckles as Mista Bone plays  
lone_wolf_m_40: and sticky 

Gabriela92: pushes Wolf's face down a little more firmly... 
Gabriela92: hands on the back of his head.... 
dirtyrpgirl: lol Draz 

D r a z:  winks at dirty  
lone_wolf_m_40: grabs gabs ass for more for leverage 
dirtyrpgirl: winks back 

Gabriela92: dramatically leans back and places a bare foot on Wolf's chest... pushing him 
back with a gentle shove.... 
Gabriela92: spins away on the stage.... 

Gabriela92: snaps my hips in a walk to the far end..... 
lone_wolf_m_40: still tastes the sweetness 

D r a z:  watches those hips  as gabri  walks and strutts  
Gabriela92: toss me a clean, wet towel, please, Draz.... 
D r a z: walks over to gabri with a hot warm fluffy Lab towel 

Gabriela92: begins to rub the wet towel all over my face, neck, shoulders.... 
Gabriela92: washing myself off, slowly... 
lone_wolf_m_40: well folks time to go gab?ty so much for making this a memorable evening 

Gabriela92: ok, Wolf.... good to see you!!! kisssssss 
Gabriela92: down the arms..... 
Gabriela92: unsnaps the bra and lets it fall to the stage so I can wash off my chest..... 

Gabriela92: rubs the wet towel slowly in circles on my tummy, removing the melted juice.... 
Gabriela92: continuing to sway to the songs.... 
D r a z: grins watching gabri .....assherubsherselfandsway  

Gabriela92: washes up and down my thighs... 
Gabriela92: holds the towel at each end.... 
Gabriela92: running it between my legs..... 

D r a z: watches as gabri continues ./././././././././ the trooper  
Gabriela92: slowly tugs it forward and back.... 

Bad choice_1: i swear i wana come back as a towel lmao 
Gabriela92: holds the towel taut like a hammock, and grinds my panties into it.... 
Gabriela92: releases the back end, letting it fall, then swinging the towel in a circle 

overhead.... 
Gabriela92: flings it over into Bad Choice's lap.... 
Bad choice_1: ohhhhhhhhhh hell 

Gabriela92: souvenir to remember the night by, Bad Choice... <winks> 
Bad choice_1: lol 
Gabriela92: think of me fondly every time you make use of that towel, OK? <blows him a 

kiss> 



Bad choice_1: blows one back an smiles ty lol 
D r a z: grins at gabri   without towel  

Gabriela92: dances barefoot in just the black boyshorts..... 
Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly up my tummy... 
Bad choice_1: tightly folds it like a flag an promises to honer it faithfully lol 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooooooo BC 
Gabriela92: passes my ribs... 
Gabriela92: fingertips follow the curve of the underside of my boobs.... 

D r a z:  watches the hands on gabri’s skin  
Gabriela92: closes my eyes and sways as I run one fingertip in slow circles over each 

nipple.... 
Gabriela92: a contented smile forming on my face... 
D r a z:  smiles watching gabri  

Gabriela92: slides my hands further up... 
Gabriela92: caressing my neck... 
Gabriela92: fingertips on my cheeks..... 

Gabriela92: hands pushing my face to the left and right... 
Gabriela92: burying my fingers into my long hair at the scalp... 
D r a z: watching gabri intently  

Gabriela92: hips swaying in lazy figure 8's.... 
Gabriela92: buns bouncing left and right.... 
Gabriela92: lifts my hair up with my fingers.... 

Gabriela92: shakes my head to air it out.... 
Bad choice_1: paperworks done an so am i night all tc 
D r a z: smiles when shes bad she is better 

Gabriela92: gn, Bad. 
D r a z:  night bad  
Gabriela92: winds down and returns to the barstool. 

D r a z:  smiles and watces gabri  return  to the bar and passes her a cold water 
Gabriela92: sits and crosses my legs... 

D r a z:  smiles looking at the crossed legs  
Gabriela92: thank you, Draz... leans across the bar and kisses him sweetly..... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: wipes the sweat off my breasts and tummy wow Gabi  

D r a z:  wow there you are  
Gabriela92: wb, Sweet!!! thought you were lost, girl! 
sweet_rodeo_girl: i was catching my breath 

D r a z:  looks like dity  got pal bounced again 
Gabriela92: oh, did you find a little excitement? 
sweet_rodeo_girl: just a little winks 

Gabriela92: good, good. 
D r a z: mmmmmmmmm such a hot dance gabri .......... leans over to kiss gabris cheek  

 

Rodeo 
 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and spins around letting my small bottoms almost come untied 
grabs them an moves around the dance floor  
D r a z:  smiles watching rodeo spin and move around  

sweet_rodeo_girl: lets ride a cowboy and save a horse 
D r a z: mind if i opt for a cowgirl ................  
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at the men in the room reties my bottoms as i hop up onto the bar 

shakes my ass as the music makes me move to it 
karate820: sits back and watches rodeo....loving how she enjoys the music 
D r a z:  watches  the little ass its polishes the bar ..............  

sexykay39: sashays back in.....avoids the dancing rodeo girl...waves to hi to her...and goes 
to my blankie....  



sweet_rodeo_girl: sure thing d r az spins around kicks my feet up archs my back and lets my 
shoulders rock with the tune 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at kay as my feet push up lifting my ass off the bar and shakes my 
head making my hair wipe against the bar  
D r a z:  watches s  the  sexty cowgirl wows the room with dance  

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around on my hands letting my legs lift over my head then does the 
splits on the bar winks at karate while my hair flows around my shoulders letting my ass 
bounce on top of the bar 

D r a z:  grins as rodeo  spins on te bartop 
sexykay39: smiles watching rodeo....  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my ass as it bounces on the wooden bar top rocks my hips with 
the rhytum of the tune as my eyes look around the room  
D r a z:  smiles watching rdeo as her hips rock  to  the rythmn 

sweet_rodeo_girl: snaping my fingers while my hair covers my shoulders letting the hat tilt 
to one side and jumps onto my feet kicking my lleft leg out as i spin around on one foot 
and rolls my hips in a figure eight 

D r a z:  where your good  yourgood when your bad your better , rodeo  
sweet_rodeo_girl: jumps down onto the dance floor letting my barely covered ass sway 
under my bottoms as i move around the room to welcome everyone to Anns 

sweet_rodeo_girl: kisses karate's cheek pulls his ear and twrills around shaking my ass at 
him them sways my hips as i walk away 
karate820: shakes his head at the lovely site of her swaying ass 

sweet_rodeo_girl: moves to kay wets my lips with the tip of my pink tongue as my top slides 
up m y tummy while my hips move more than needed  
isabelllaa: if i did that my ass would cause enough wind for a sunami lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks hello slowly turns and squats down so my ass brushs against her 
lap smiles over my shoulder at her and rocks my hips with the beat 
D r a z:  watches rodeo as she   teases  kay 

sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs my knees as my ass sways side to side and bounces lightly on her 
knees shakes my hair and winks at d r az 

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks back at kay its ok wiggles my ass as it brushs against your knees 
more slowly stands and winks as i move on  
D r a z: watches that  hot ass it moves on  

karate820: oh my oh my...rodeo can't get any hotter i think 
sweet_rodeo_girl: snaps my fingers an moves over to isabella smiles an leans over letting my 
small top show off my firm breasts as it squeezes them to my body and winks welcome to 

lady anns 
D r a z: grisn as i getv  the best views in the house] 
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips with the beat of this song truns around points to karate as 

my top clings to my firl boobs while my tied bottoms slide up my ass some  
D r a z: winksat rodeo as she moves round ,......badgirl  
karate820: i smile at rodeo 

karate820: goes over to her... 
sweet_rodeo_girl: skips over to him smiles and pushs him back with my hands on each 
shoulder while my tits bounce with the tune and wets my lips more  

karate820: moves back falling into a chair 
karate820: watching her body move and sway sensually 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocking my hips as my hands squeezes his shoulders thats better 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and straddles your lap as my fingertips slide around your neck and 
into your hair while my tush rubs against your lap 

karate820: i close my eyes feeling her rubbing.... 
karate820: keeping my hands to my sides 
sweet_rodeo_girl: kisses your forehead stands slowly as my eyes look down your chest to 

your groin smiles and spins around as i move back to where i started at the bar  
D r a z: wins at rodeo .........well danced girl 
sweet_rodeo_girl: hello janet hops back onto the bar crosses my legs and smooths down my 

top  



karate820: shivers tries to adjust my suddenly tight pants 
D r a z: passes  rodeo a glass  ofwater 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty D r az  
karate820: goes over a slips some bills in rodeo's top 
D r a z:   smiles and leans over and kisses her cheek 

 

Rodeo 2 
 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and pulls it down to cover my eyes as my hair hangs 
down my back in a ponytail  
D r a z: smiles at rodeo...seeing that glint in her eyes…think she has the measure 

of us, karate  
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles stands and moves onto the dance floor lets my hat slip 

to one side as my arms wave over my head letting my hips sway side to side with 
the rhythm of this song  
karate820: hehe, yes...I think she does, too 

sweet_rodeo_girl: my breasts pushes my top out while my small skirt barely 
covers my curves slowly spins around in a circle smiles at the two men and 

stands still in the center of the room 
D r a z: watches as rodeo moves to the base and stays as still as she can  
karate820: winks at draz...she certainly knows how to show her assets  

D r a z: certainly she does... one of the best assets you can have  
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at Draz slides my hands down my breasts softly 
squeezes each one as my hips move in a figure eight letting my skirt show off my 

creamy thighs while my hair swings back and forth 
D r a z: smiles at the long creamy thighs 

D r a z: watches as her hair swishes  
sweet_rodeo_girl: bends my knees as my hips sway side to side as my shoulders 
roll in circles wets my lips with the tip of my tongue as I move around between 

you both 
karate820: shivers and shakes his head 

D r a z: smiles at the little bad girl... she’s definitely home-grown  
karate820: loving how the top shows off the curve of her breasts 
sweet_rodeo_girl: slips my hand up to my hat winks at karate waves it over my 

head as my ass rocks more than normal as my breasts push my top up my tummy 
and spins around to show off what Draz can't take his eyes off  
D r a z: smiles those hips...that ass...so mesmerising as she dances  

karate820: licks his dry lips...watching her ass sway back and forth...smiling at 
the show of tummy 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls my hips as my shoulders and breasts move with the beat 
of the music turns to face karate winks as my tongue snakes its way between my 
lips making them shine while my skirt shows off more of the small curve in my 

ass 
D r a z: grins watching t skirt ride up over that pert ass... such a hot sight 

Gabriela92: Walks into Lady Ann’s 
D r a z: hugs hi Gabriela 
Gabriela92: Good morning, Draz!!! hugggsss 

Gabriela92: Hi, Karate, and Rodeo. 
karate820: hey gabi 

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmm smiles as my hips sways and I spin in circles waving 
my hat waves my fingers at Draz and dances up to karate places the hat on his 
head and spins around rocking my hips in circles  



sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Gabi  
jeft379: walks in 

sweet_rodeo_girl: hello jeft 
D r a z: woo hoo rodeo...so hot  

Gabriela92: Hi, Jeft!!!! Huggy huggs 
D r a z: hi jeft 
jeft379: hello rodeo girl 

karate820: smiles and nods at rodeo...completely transfixed 
jeft379: hi draz 
karate820: hello jeft 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles and moves around Gabi winks and shows her what the 
men have been eyeing  

karate820: not taking his eyes of rodeo 
sweet_rodeo_girl: men 
jeft379: hi karate 

jeft379: hello Gabriela 
D r a z: winks at rodeo as those hips really are hypnotic  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my ass in a figure eight as my tummy shows more 
from my breasts lifting up and down while I start to breath heavily  
D r a z: watches the breasts rise and fall as she breathes...mmm…such a wiggle  

D r a z: woo hoo...come on, let's go  
sweet_rodeo_girl: stops in front of the speechless karate master runs the tips of 

my fingers up and down his chest as my hips sway side to side and looks into his 
eyes 
D r a z: watches karate...to make sure he hasn’t swallowed his tongue 

karate820: smiles keeping eye contact with rodeo 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and flips the hat up with my fingers hello karate rubs 
my nose to his and slowly turns my back to him  

karate820: staying still so as not to disturb the magic 
karate820: hello fine lady 

karate820: pulls her hips close 
karate820: smiling 
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips in a small circle as I brush back against his 

groin and wiggles my shoulders 
scubaman721: hi all  

showmeyournightmoves: joins Lady Ann’s  
scubaman721: enters the bar 
Gabriela92: Hello, Showme, Scuba. 

scubaman721: hi Gabriela  
D r a z: hey show...hi scuba  
karate820: groans a little...moving his hands over her thighs and up her side 

showmeyournightmoves: Hello Gabriela 
showmeyournightmoves: Hey Draz  

showmeyournightmoves: Hiya Sweet 
scubaman721: hi rodeo girl  
sweet_rodeo_girl: bends at my knees as my hands slide down my tummy and in 

between my thighs wiggles my ass to push him back some as I wave hello to 
show  

sweet_rodeo_girl: hello scuba 
D r a z: points out the “No Touching the Dancers” sign  
jeft379: a sweet ass 

karate820: damn...moves my hands 



karate820: quickly 
karate820: back to the chair 

karate820: sorry draz 
galfr01: walks in the door 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks back over my shoulder at karate as I move across the 
room letting my creamy thighs be seen under my skirt as it slides up and sown as 
I move 

galfr01: hey all. 
D r a z: whistles seeing those thighs... 
karate820: smiles... 

D r a z: hello galfr 
karate820: shaking my head 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around an smiles hello galfr 
galfr01: nods.. smiles back... hiya sweet 
sweet_rodeo_girl: steps up the two stairs to walk onto the stage lets my hair 

hang down the center of my back as it brushes against my ass while I look at the 
d/j  

D r a z: winks at rodeo as she spins and dances around the room. 
D r a z: watches the bouncing girl on the stage  
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and runs my fingertips to the ties on each side of my 

skirt tugs on them and lets my skirt slowly fall down to my feet as I twirl around 
in my boy black panties while my hair swings side to side  

galfr01: howdy Draz..  
D r a z: woo hoo little heart wrecker 
Gabriela92: Hiya, Galf!!! 

Gabriela92: huggs 
galfr01: hey gabs… huggs 
D r a z: howdy again galfr 

karate820: woo hooo you go girl 
karate820: tosses a bill on the stage 

sweet_rodeo_girl: twirls around with my arms over my head lifting my top up my 
tummy more while my breasts move with my shoulders as I move along the 
stage  

D r a z: grins watching rodeo...man oh man  
D r a z: again and again and again...all woman there. what do you say galfr ? 

karate820: shifting from foot to foot...trying to adjust 
sweet_rodeo_girl: snapping my fingers with the rhythm smiles as my matching 
black bra shows off the curves of my breasts as I tug my top up to tease the 

guests we have  
D r a z: smiles as we see the hint of breast under the bra  
scubaman721: sweet do u give lap dances?  

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around and smiles at gabi while the tip of my pink 
tongue wets my lips more and lets my top fall back down to hide what is under it  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks I haven’t yet scuba 
karate820: such a tease grinning 
scubaman721: sign me up  

jeft379: bye everyone 
karate820: tc jeft 

D r a z: smiles at rodeo... same rules as apply in real life...no touching the 
dancers. no matter how provocative they get 
D r a z: smiles at rodeo as she dances to the rhythm  



sweet_rodeo_girl: twirls around on the stage snaps my fingers as I move up and 
down the long stage to the curtain winks at the men and the quiet girl waves and 

steps behind the curtain letting them see my ass once more as the curtain falls 
opens and closes as I step through it 

Gabriela92: raises my eyebrows at Rodeo and touches my tongue to the tip of my 
nose. 
karate820: all I can say is wow 

D r a z: woo hoo rodeo././././././././applauds  
karate820: applauds loudly 
karate820: encore encore 

D r a z: shouts more more more  
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles from behind the curtain as I smooth down my top and 

slips my skirt back on tying it into place 
D r a z: watches the curtain move ass rodeo gets dressed 
sweet_rodeo_girl: slips out from behind the curtain and sits at the bar  

karate820: I’ll buy her drink draz 
scubaman721: can I buy u a drink?  

karate820: lol 
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles u guys trying to get me drunk? 
D r a z: winks at rodeo... a soft drink ? 

scubaman721: no  
karate820: nope...just trying to be a gentleman 

sweet_rodeo_girl: yes please Draz 
scubaman721: I want u stone sober  

karate820: you just want her scuba  

scubaman721: lol  

D r a z: pours 1 oz lemon juice, 1 oz orange juice, 1 oz pineapple juice and 2 oz of 

ginger ale in a shaker with ice...stakes well...drains into a chilled Collins glass 

filled with ice...garnishes with a slice of pineapple and a twist of orange...places 

the CINDERELLA on a coaster beside rodeo* winks...leans over and places her 

Stetson at an angle 

 

Dirty 
 
dirtyrpgirl: bouncing my hips.letting my hiney slap to the stage floor 
johnp64: walks to the stage, sits in the front row, watching dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: tieing the bottom of my blouse in a tight knot.....exposing my belly as i start to 

slide backwards on the stage 
D r a z: watches as dirty slides back on the stage # 
dirtyrpgirl: spins my long legs.....................and sits up with my right knee on the floor and 

my left flat to my left 
trisha_29: damn she is sooooooooooo sexy 
dirtyrpgirl: facing the curtains......................shaking my shoulders as i start to lift myself off 

of the floor..................keeping my hands flat on the stage floor....................sliding my 
legs untill my butt is high in the air....my hair hanging in my face...................as my panty 
covered hiney starts to wiggle 

johnp64: watching that wiggle 
D r a z:  watches  the hotass move about  like  a wild wild crazy thang 

dirtyrpgirl: starting to bounce my body as i stand and face the pole................... 
trisha_29: damn....goooooooo babygirl go! 
D r a z:  watches as dirty  moves to the pole ............. woo hoo 



dirtyrpgirl: skipping to it..............my left hand stretching out...............i jump a little and 
slide around the pole..spinning round and round..........stoping with my body facing the 

crowd....................... 
dirtyrpgirl: my arms above my head.......................my butt slapping back to the 
pole......................... 

johnp64: nice moves dirty 
D r a z: watches  the crazy littel thing ............. onthe pole  
dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my hips as i lower my body untill my booty sits on the floor..my back to 

the pole.........................my thighs wide open 
dirtyrpgirl: ringa ding ding......................... 

D r a z:  woohoo   ,..........looks along the  thighs  
dirtyrpgirl: stretching both of my legs out with them wide open.......................bending untill 
my body is flat to the floor 

johnp64: damm that looks sexy 
D r a z:  watches as dirty   flattens to  the floor 
AlderaanYavin: watches dirty and thinks "this ale wasn't this strong last night"......... 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my legs back to the pole.....doing a hand stand...wrapping my legs to it 
trisha_29: she is sooooooooooo damn sexy! 
johnp64: oh yessss she is trisha 

D r a z: smiles at  the raucous dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: my skirt falling down....exposing my butt..................the LAB logo on my buns 
showing with the lights on me 

Gabriela92: Hello, Nightmoves. 
Gabriela92: Hello, Draz. 
trisha_29: hi gabi  
johnp64: hi gabi, huggssss 
dirtyrpgirl: pushing myself up...................i do a sit up on the pole and slide to the top with 
my legs out and my panties rubbing the pole 

trisha_29: woohooo she shakes it so damn well 
dirtyrpgirl: then holding onto the pole.......................i cross my legs..and just start to hump 

the pole....faster and faster.then slower and slower.................... 
Gabriela92: wooooooooooooooooooooo!!!!!! 
johnp64: woo hooo, look at dirty gooooooo 

D r a z: watches dirty  hump the pole...............there ought to be a law  
AlderaanYavin: oh hello gabriela....was distracted....we're holding our own, so to speak 
dirtyrpgirl: my right hand above my head as i spin to the bottom................feeling the pole 

at the crotch of my panty 
johnp64: glad there isn't Draz, lol 
ccryder_3: mmmmmm dirtyrgirl 
dirtyrpgirl: slowly spinning as i descend 
Gabriela92: there's a lot of "holding our own" in here when Dirty is dancing, I've 
discovered. 

johnp64: lol, Gabi 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my feet touch softly...................as my butt is facing the 
crowd.................my skirt barely falling over my behind as i arch away from the pole and 

kust rock my butt left to right 
D r a z: watches dirty spin down the pole  

D r a z:  grisn was i watch that  hiney jerk wildly right n left 
dirtyrpgirl: my legs lift and drop to the beat........as i look over my shoulder ...my hiney 
shaking  and wiggling to the beat................ 

Gabriela92: shake it, Dirty!!!! 
trisha_29: leans back on the bar...wiggling my ass...mmmm mmmmm mmmmmm work it 
babygirl! 
D r a z: watchesas the hiney  rocks and jerks to the raucous beat  
Gabriela92: claps overhead and nods my head approvingly of Dirty's dancing.... 
johnp64: shake that thing, dirty 



dirtyrpgirl: then i turn and rip my skirt off.........................tossing it to the floor as i stand 
with my legs apart.......in just panties and the top tied up......unbuttoned.................and 

my hard belly heaving in and out 
zenprof: nice....sex dirty  
johnp64: there you go dirty girl 

D r a z: this is for te dirty dirtyy dancer ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,she s on fire ............  
dirtyrpgirl: bending down now.............my left knee at my chest as i rock and pump my arms 
back in forth as if i am running........................my long hair in my face 

D r a z: mmmmmm she is ready to pounce 
dirtyrpgirl: jumping up.......both arms stretching out.legs in a wide stance.......my body an 

"X" 
trisha_29: taps my nails on the bar....watching my babygirl moving perfectly 
D r a z:  woo hoo    niceleap in the aiir 

dirtyrpgirl: my hips shake...............my hair still in my face...........as i turn and skip to the 
back of the stage 
johnp64: damm, i love it when she skips 

Gabriela92: generates all sorts of nice reactions, doesn't it, John? 
johnp64: oh hell yea 
dirtyrpgirl: stopping in the middle of the stage..........................bending at my waist as i face 

the back curtain..................my hands on the back of the waistband of my panties as i 
slowly lower them........................showing just a little bit..............rolling the fabric slowly 
Gabriela92: sweet torture, Dirty... 

AlderaanYavin: sits up and cleans glasses 
D r a z: eyes fixed at the tops of  dirty;'sthinghs 
showmeyournightmoves: ok  my cabs here...night ya'll  LoL 

dirtyrpgirl: turning on my right foot and facing the crowd.............as i do the same to the 
front............showing the little zap of lightning tat i have................ 
Gabriela92: this is such a sultry song.... mmmmmm. 

dirtyrpgirl: grins out in the dark to the DJ 
Gabriela92: such a plaintive voice, and such a deeply-resonating bass line, too. 

dirtyrpgirl: standing with my hair over my right shoulder now...................singing..........black 
velvet ,,,,,,,if you please 
Gabriela92: Hi, Chas. 

johnp64: and that such sweet torture, isn't Gabi 
Gabriela92: bye Chas 
dirtyrpgirl: my body just relaxed and moving to the base line 

Gabriela92: yes, John, it is. 
trisha_29: damn she moves soooooooooooo good 
D r a z:  watches as dirty moves to the beat 

johnp64: you can say that again trisha 
dirtyrpgirl: my head bobbing left to right....my hips swaying in rhytum....................... 
trisha_29: glances at draz....it is good to be us isnt it? winks 

D r a z: `a slow sensual move ,.,its perfect trisha  
dirtyrpgirl: my hands rubbing slowly up and down my inner thighs............................tracinf 
mt long fingernail to the panty fabric...................... 

trisha_29: tilts my head watching that finger move 
D r a z:  grinsdasi seeethe handsssliding over the panties  

dirtyrpgirl: slowly sliding my feet apart........................my hips sway and sway..................as 
my nail pushes the material in slightly................forming a cameltoe............... 
trisha_29: dayummmmmmm 

bigbadwoof2008: mmmmmmmmmmm 
johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmm, so nawty looking 
Gabriela92: so sexy 

bigbadwoof2008: dirty girl is a little dirty 
D r a z: mmmm smilesaswewatch theoutline   .so nawty  
dirtyrpgirl: i fall slowly to the floor.......on my back as my butt lifts and lower to the stage 

floor as i simulate sex with myself 



trisha_29: grabs a napkin and fans myself watching 
bigbadwoof2008: good gawd dirtygirl 

D r a z: watches as the hops undulate  
dirtyrpgirl: whew......................regains my composer...................and jumps up and kicks my 
feet out...............playing air guitar as i rock to the tune 

Gabriela92: grabs a sheet of plywood and fans myself.... LOL 
dirtyrpgirl: yowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
johnp64: rock it dirty girl 

trisha_29: laughs.....so damn sexy ! 
johnp64: lol, Gabi 

bigbadwoof2008: shake the hair dirtygirl 
dirtyrpgirl: my hair back in my face as my hips snap left to right........................ 
dirtyrpgirl: \hands wavinf above my 

head........................yoooooooooooooooooowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
dirtyrpgirl: my long tall body rocks and sways .....................as i sing to the tune 
D r a z: grinsasdirty  rocks it ouit  

dirtyrpgirl: I LOVE ROCK N ROLL SO COME AND TAKE YOUR TIME AND DANCE WITH ME 
dirtyrpgirl: shuffels my feet and slide back to the curatin...................... 
dirtyrpgirl: takes a bow...............and slips behind the curtain 

D r a z:  smileslooking at dirtyyspanties asshedances   
bigbadwoof2008: dirty girl you are a very sexy lady 
johnp64: damm, now that was hotttttt 

Gabriela92: applauds wildly!!!!! 
trisha_29: awesome as always babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
D r a z: woo hoo  dirtyyyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z:  mre more more more more more  
dirtyrpgirl: smiles thankies.....thankies...................... 
johnp64: standing ovation in more then one way 

Gabriela92: yells "Yeeeeeeeeeeeee... HAAAAAAA" at the top of my lungs for Dirty. 
dirtyrpgirl: takes another bow 

dirtyrpgirl: and slips back behind the curtain 
daviddirects: fantastic, dirty.. 
dirtyrpgirl: walks out with a towel over my shoulders and a LAB satin robe 

on...................and walks by the side of the stage to the bar 
dirtyrpgirl: ty david..............smiles 
trisha_29: damn the old man is awake over there....lol 
dirtyrpgirl: ty baby !!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo 
trisha_29: excellent babygirl 
johnp64: very sexy dirty 
bigbadwoof2008: what you drinking dirtygirl? 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps on a stool............... 

D r a z:  winks at dirty ...slides her a cold water 
Gabriela92: lol... going to switch David from Jack and Ginger to Jack and Red Bull. 
dirtyrpgirl: thank you john 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you sooo much Draz !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: lol good idea gabi 
johnp64: i can sleep with sweet dreams tonight now 

 
Blonde 
 
RobinBarnes87: laughs watching Draz twirling my panties on his fingers 

greygriffin20:    
Maxillary_Nerve: whoa.  



D r a z: smiles and winks as  the panties go round and round on the big finger] 
RobinBarnes87: moves her body to the beat of the song 

 
RobinBarnes87: raises my hands over my head and moves with the music 
D r a z: watches  robins pantyless body  writhe  to the music  

RobinBarnes87: long hair flying around my head, moving to the music 
dirtyrpgirl: ya know..................... we never seen you dance? 
dirtyrpgirl: i bet she is damn sexy at it 

RobinBarnes87: rocks my hips to the beat  
D r a z: smiling watching robin  dancing  to the beat .....eyes on the hips 

RobinBarnes87: shoulders moving, hips rolling to the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: gets up on my knees and leans across the bar....grabbing a cold sam adams outa 
the cooler and sits back watchin robin 

D r a z: grins as we watch  robin ,.,.,.,.,.the hot body  moving sensually to the beat  
Maxillary_Nerve: *leans back in his seat, sipping his drink, watching*  
dirtyrpgirl: dont be askeered robin...your amongst friends...........smiles 

RobinBarnes87: runs her hands over her body as she dances 
RobinBarnes87: lends her body to the music and moves 
D r a z: smiles  looking at my hands then robins hands on her body ... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *eyes not missing a thing*  
dirtyrpgirl: such sexy moves !!!!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: tips the corona taking a sip...watching robin 

RobinBarnes87: long blonde hair flys around her head as she rocks this place to night 
dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhhoooooooooooooo my new 
tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: watches the crazy little  thing loosening her hair   
D r a z: eyeso n robin's hips   as she  rocks  and   sways  them   
RobinBarnes87: hips rock, shoulders shaking, she dances with abandon 

blonde_genius: slips in quietly and enjoys the sexiness Robin is puttin' out there.... 
RobinBarnes87: walks over to the bar and slides onto a stool, looking at Draz, I could really 
use a water about now 
blonde_genius: nice job Robin! 
D r a z: winks at robin   

D r a z: woo hoo 
dirtyrpgirl: applauds robin.......................woooooooooooooohhoooooooooooooooo that was 
great !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

RobinBarnes87: thanks blonde 
trisha_29: very nice robin! 
RobinBarnes87: hops off the stool and curtsies 

RobinBarnes87: blushes and sits back down 
 
 

 

blonde_genius: eases off my stool, and walks across the bar picking up a chair by the back 
and dragging it behind me to the stage....setting it up first, then turning and lifting 
myself to the edge of the stage...sitting...swinging my legs and grinning for a second 

greygriffin20:    
D r a z: woo hoo blonde  
RobinBarnes87: watches the blonde one 
blonde_genius: does a slow back roll...letting my feet straddle chair legs....lifting my head up 
and smiling from a prone position 
dirtyrpgirl: wooohoooooooooooooo blonde !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
D r a z: winks at blonde  

blonde_genius: backs my hands up....lifting my ass higher until I can get my weight over my 
feet...then drags my body up uncurling my shoulders with a snap 

blonde_genius: tosses my hair as I walk behind the chair 
D r a z: woo hoo watching blonder strutting her stuff  



dirtyrpgirl: dang..............what a snap 
blonde_genius: grabbing the back....deep left sway 

blonde_genius: deep right sway 
blonde_genius: grinds down behind the chair and slithers back up it 
blonde_genius: turns it to face me and straddles the seat...sitting down... 

greygriffin20:     
blonde_genius: leans way back in a circle...letting my hair drag low....chest high 
D r a z: eyes on blonde's thighs  as she straddles  
blonde_genius: pops my toes up and snaps my head up straight...shimmies 

dirtyrpgirl: wow................that is sexy as hell 
trisha_29: go blonde gooooo! 
blonde_genius: lets my fingers drip down the sides of the chair back...up my thighs and over 
my belly to my breasts 
dirtyrpgirl: squirms on my stool to look more.............. 
blonde_genius: pinches  my nipples and winks at everyone 

  D r a z: whoa blonde  
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i watche the nipple pinching 
blonde_genius: lifts my ass enough to move my legs to one side and drapes myself over the 
seat 
D r a z:  smiles watching them big breasts  swing  and the thighs  
blonde_genius: right leg coming up, pointing it at the ceiling...then pulling it down close to 
my cheek in an inverted split 
 dirtyrpgirl: hiya strong.............smiles and hugssssssssssssss..............c'mon in and watch 
blonde dance.................smiles 

trisha_29: grins...im trying! 
blonde_genius: swings my leg down quickly to pull my torso up tall 
strongjaw89: of all nights to not bring my wallet  
blonde_genius: spinning so my back it at the crowd...hands in my hair... 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooooooo blonde 

D r a z: watches the fingers in the hair 
trisha_29: damn she is good! 
strongjaw89: I thought amateur night was Mondays  

dirtyrpgirl: oh strong be careful.............. 
blonde_genius: stands up...turns and puts a foot in the seat 
blonde_genius: hip dips to the beat 
greygriffin20: watching the movements i doubt shes and amateur hehe 
dirtyrpgirl: shake it blonde ....yea !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
strongjaw89: I wasn't implying amateurs were no good  

strongjaw89: I have faith in blonde  
Alert: strongjaw89 reddotted by: D r a z 

dirtyrpgirl: your so right gg................winks 

D r a z: enough 
greygriffin20: *winks back* 
blonde_genius: hands drizzling back down my body to my lower stomach....closing my eyes 
and letting my fingers crawl slowly into my sweet spot... 
blonde_genius: dress bunching up between my thighs.... 
blonde_genius: bites my lip... 
dirtyrpgirl: gasps..................damn 
blonde_genius: steps up into the chair...the other foot on the back 

blonde_genius: my hand pressing my knee wide  
blonde_genius: then back... 
D r a z: watches as blonde shows how professional she is at  this  

blonde_genius: moving my weight to tip the chair backward toward the crowd then 
following its momentum in a quick step off the stage... 
D r a z: laffssssssssssssss....Bravo  blonde  

blonde_genius: lands with a hop and does a deep curtsey 
D r a z:  superb  



D r a z:  stands and applauds  
blonde_genius: bats my lashes....thankies 

trisha_29: excellent dancing blonde! 
Maxillary_Nerve: *applauds*  

greygriffin20:    
dirtyrpgirl: stands on my stool........hollaring and 

applauding..................yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy blonde...........that was great !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: grins...R Kelly  
D r a z:  ty blonde excellent  

RobinBarnes87: claps and whistles for blonde 
blonde_genius: it was fun...! 
blonde_genius: and I didn't fall off the chair and look a fool...lol 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles, yeah it is 
dirtyrpgirl: lol.you were amazing blonde 

Sexy Kay 

 
sexykay39: wiggles up off my blankie....sashays over to RnD...........you need encouraging 

baby? 
RanD472: i need some encouraging for sure 
sexykay39: looks into RnD eyes.....slowly turns with my sweet lil dark ass facing him.... 

Steffanie: hi rp 
sexykay39: starts to bend at my waist with my soft hands running over my hips down over 
my lovely dark thighs.... 

Clay McCain: she knows how to get you out of your own pants too I might add, lol 
RanD472: wow... kay... you have made my heart pitter patter... and made my eyes pop out 

of their sockets 
RanD472: you have ass cheeks that i would love to get lost in 
Clay McCain: she's not called sexy for nothing...smiles 

sexykay39: knees taught as my ass perks in the air....reaching down and grabbing my 
ankles....slowly sways my hips side to side....and bounces my ass up and down.... 
sexykay39: raking my long red nails up over my dark sweet fleshas my body moves 

upward.... 
RanD472: my mouth drops open... long nails are my weakness 
sexykay39: sliding over my tummy then up to my breast...cupping each in my hands and 

gently squeezing them...caressing them tenderly as i turn and face RnD again.... 
sexykay39: looks into his eyes.....smiles softly...............blows a kiss....there a lil bit of 
encouragement sweetie..... 

RanD472: sips my whisky.. wondering what it would taste like if i drank them from her 
nipples 
sexykay39: sorry think it was my harden nipples Clay....giggles 

Clay McCain: oh my...well in that case....guess it's alright...smiles 
Clay McCain: careful with those. lol 

sexykay39: caressing them softly as my dark nipples are erect and noticeable thru my lil 
tight white button up sweater.... 
dirtyrpgirl: ty sis...............wow .that was some sexy readin when i got back !!!!!!!!!! 

RanD472: wb RP... looks in her direction.. heart skips after realising she was back 
sexykay39: tosses my hair to the side and turns looking back at RnD.....hope that helps 
some.....sashays back to my blankie..... 

Clay McCain: oh....well at least I didn't miss out on you while I was rebooting...smiles 
sexykay39: as i walk by Clay....i look smiles and giggles....then returns to my 
blankie.....settles back down 

dirtyrpgirl: is that a roll of lifesavers in your pocket RanD?..or just an appreciation of kay's 
movements? 
Clay McCain: smiles at kay as she walks by noticing those hard nipples....very dangerous 

they could be...lol 



 


